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Abstract 
Technical management and maintenance of office buildings is very important to maintain an optimal 
indoor climate in an energy efficient way. In the Netherlands, the majority of the approximately 5 
billion euro spent on maintenance, is outsourced to service companies based on effort contracts. With 
performance-based contracts the Dutch government asks more responsibilities from service 
companies in maintaining well-functioning building installations. These performance-based contracts 
should result in cost savings, greenhouse gas emissions reduction and an improved indoor climate. 
Condition-based maintenance (CBM) is a promising strategy to optimize the maintenance of Building 
Service Installations and their components like Air Handling Units (AHU’s). CBM is possible by using 
data of the building management system (BMS) to monitor the performance of components and 
optimize maintenance strategy. The main issue of this research is to investigate the possibilities to 
optimize maintenance by using existing data.  
 
Based on data of performed work orders between 2011-2017 it was analysed which component of the 
AHU is most significant to investigate. The following parts, fan, air filter and humidifier of the AHU had 
the most number of work orders and the highest cost to maintain. The air filter appeared to be the 
most relevant part to investigate. The pressure drop was investigated as performance indicator to 
monitoring the condition of the air filter. The supplier of the air filters prescribes a pressure drop for 
the optimal moment to replace the air filter. The investigated data showed that the prescribed 
pressure drop was almost never reached. Indicating most of the air filters were replaced earlier.  
The condition of the air filter related to the data of the measured pressure drop was investigated. The 
data were retrieved from a state-of-the-art office building. The filters were in all cases replaced when 
the pressure drop was between the 65 and 80 Pascal. The prescribed pressure drop by the supplier is 
200 Pascal. Replacing air filters that early was not necessary from the perspective of the supplier. This 
was not the only finding from the investigate data.  
Data analysis shows at high RH between 80 and 100% there were measured higher pressure drops 
over the filter compared with measured pressure drops at RH between 50 and 70% with same amount 
of dust load. 
Based on calculations the economical interesting moment to replace the filters can be found. 
Considered replacement cost and increased energy consumption of the fan related to fouling air 
filters. One calculation was done with a program provide by a major filter supplier and another 
approach was based on calculations from literature. Both approaches showed similar results with 
respect to energy consumption and are in line with the measured energy consumption.  
 
Condition-based maintenance using data analysis offers opportunities to optimize air filter 
maintenance. Monitoring the pressure drop over the filter can be used to optimize the moment of 
replacing the air filters using the calculation model to determine the economical optimum. The 
calculations show possible saving in a state-of-the-art office building of 2400 euro in two years with 
respect to the current maintenance strategy. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Background   
This section outlines the background of the research proposal and the social relevance. 

In the Netherlands, approximately five billion euro is spent each year on technical management and 
maintenance of buildings. The majority of this amount is outsourced to service companies or other 
market parties on the basis of effort contracts (Herik et al., 2013). Where in the past and now, still too 
often effort-based contracts are set up were the service companies mostly perform corrective and 
less preventive maintenance. An example of an effort-based maintenance contract of the client and 
service company may specify that a company is fully or partly responsible for the maintenance of the 
installations. The contracts often have agreements on periodically monitoring. For example, to check 
of the major components like the Air Handling Unit (AHU) every two months or ones a year. The 
periodically monitoring is based on what the consumer prefers or what the consultant’s advices but is 
often not based on the condition of the components of the installation. When a system failure was 
reported, the failures cost was settled afterwards in an agreement between client and service 
company. This maintenance approach is based on many years of experience of people in the field for 
example when to change filters of an AHU and how often plan preventive maintenance at AHU.  
However, effort-based contracts do not always lead to the most efficient result. Those kind of effort-
based contracts often lead to unnecessary maintenance or unwanted repairs or replacements and is 
considered inefficient and non-sustainable (Klingenberg, W, Veldman, J., Wortmann, 2011). The 
responsibility for the proper functioning of the system lies with the client. Which does not always have 
the knowledge to manage the operations of complicated building installations correctly. This 
manifests itself for example in higher energy costs or a poor indoor climate (ISSO, 2015). Research 
showed  (ISSO, 2015) that the climate installations in more than 70% of the buildings in the 
Netherlands are not functioning well. Which resulted that 90% of the users complains about the 
indoor climate, related to the climate systems (ISSO, 2015). The indoor air quality in buildings depends 
to a large extent on the volume of fresh air and the performance of the AHU. However, it is known 
that AHU, poorly designed and insufficient maintenance, affects the indoor air quality negatively 
(Williams, 2002). The causes of complaints about the indoor climate are the mostly difficult to identify. 
Typical operation faults are improper installation, equipment degradation, sensor offset, failures of 
components and control logic problems.  
 
The Dutch government invests in a new contract structure between client and contractor, called 
performance-based contract. Non-residential buildings account for approximately 16% of total CO2 
emissions in the Netherlands. In the office sector, annual performance savings of up to 35% (10 Mega 
tons CO2) and a cost saving of 20% or € 0.8 billion each year can be achieved with performance 
contracts (Herik et al., 2013). Therein they advise to set up multi-year performance contracts with the 
service company, instead of effort service contracts (Simons, 2018). These contracts make the 
performance of the service companies measurable and evaluable in an objective manner. As a 
customer you pay for what indoor climate and energy performance you want to get out of the 
contract. Also, the fact that the risk is transferred from client to contractor, is assessed as favourable 
by the government. As the responsibility lies with the contractor, the contractor is being forced to 
think more carefully on how to realize the maintenance and operation of the building installation. 
Most performance contracts include bonus-malus scheme to motivate the contractor to adequate 
maintenance.  Over time, more building owners will switch from effort-based contract to long-term 
results-based contracts. This transition demands a different maintenance strategy by service 
companies. Service companies like BAM, Heijmans, Structon, Kuijpers, Kropman and others are doing 
research on more efficient maintenance management. The goal is to still be able to gain profit out of 
the performance contracts. When service companies are given more responsibilities in energy 
efficiency installation and proper indoor climate, they benefit more from a well-functioning 
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installation. Which results in fewer complaints about the indoor climate and better functioning 
building installations. Besides, having a better understanding on the operation of the system, leads to 
a better insight in the planning of the maintenance of the system. Energy and  indoor climate 
monitoring have already be proven useful (Agentschap NL, 2011). 
 
To gain profit out of those performance contracts the maintenance strategy, condition-based 
maintenance, is a promising strategy to economically optimize the maintenance of building services 
installations. With condition-based maintenance, savings can be realized on employee’s costs, 
because of the more efficient planning of employees. A study proves condition-based maintenance 
can reduce the maintenance costs for air filters, dampers and supply ventilator (Carlo & Arleo, 2013). 
Condition-based maintenance can also provide energy savings up to 10 to 30 percent (B. J. Schein & 
Bushby, 2005). As maintenance of building services is involving many different types of building 
installations and many components it is important to focus on specific components to be able to 
clearly illustrate the added value of the new maintenance approach. The reason to focus this research 
on the economical optimise the maintenance on AHU, is because:  
 

- All major buildings such as office buildings, schools, laboratories, hospitals have at least one 
air handling unit (AHU). The AHU is an important component of heating, ventilation, and air 
conditioning (HVAC) system. Fresh air from outside is supplied and filtered, depending on the 
type of AHU, additionally the clean air is heated or cooled, dehumidified and/or humidified. 
The AHU is jointly responsible for the ventilation and quality of the indoor climate.  

- A well-maintained AHU contributes to clean air at the work places and therefore it ensures a 
healthy and fresh working environment. This contributes significantly to the health and 
productivity of the employees (Schein et al., 2006).  

- Besides that, a well-maintained AHU also consumes less energy. In addition, it appears that 
energy consumption of climate installations is higher than necessary. On average is an energy 
saving possible of 30% (ISSO, 2015). 

- It has benefits for all stakeholders (maintainer, consumer and user) 
 
Condition-based maintenance can be carried out on the operation and performance of the AHU, but 
also on cleaning and replacing components when necessary.  
 

 1.2 Context 
This section outlines the context of the research. 
 
Currently the condition level of a component needs to be determined visually, for example during the 
yearly cleaning and replacing of the air filters of an AHU. Besides cleaning and visual inspection of the 
AHU, it is also necessary to measure specific components on performance, for example the imbalance 
of a fan.  
The condition of a components is based on the diagnoses of the service engineer at that moment of 
service. The service engineer does not or cannot investigate the components operating performance 
during the last months. As results the condition of a components is only based on visual inspection 
and measurement at the scheduled inspection. This is just a single moment of recording the condition 
of the components. Due to the increasing available data from the Building Management System (BMS), 
service companies see an opportunity to get a better understanding of the degradation process of 
conditions of installations to make cost and energy related decisions for optimizing maintenance 
actions (E. Husson, 2018). Condition-based maintenance is a promising strategy for service companies 
which needs monitoring of the components condition of in the AHU. But determining the condition of 
the component in an AHU based on historical and real-time data is not common. It is interesting to 
investigate if the already constantly measured parameters of the AHU by the BMS could be used for 
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condition-based maintenance to give an indication about the condition of a component. However, 
performing condition-based maintenance with data sets from the BMS is problematic: 
 

- First, the data sets give only data which must be transferred into information about technical 
functioning and sometimes about the energy efficiency of the AHU.  

- Second, there is a lack of effective and convenient tools for analysing the large data sets from 
BMS (Xiao & Fan, 2014).  

- Third, a lack of knowledge of the behaviour of a component before a breakdown or the specific 
behaviour due to a certain condition of the AHU’s component is unknown. 
 

in near future, the merging methods for better analysis of the large datasets, service companies give 
more possibilities for monitoring the data of the BMS to gain a better understanding of how to 
optimize the AHU operation. Studies on data driven fault detection and diagnostics (FFD) at AHU’s 
(Dawoud et al., 2009; Du et al., 2014; Mulumba et al., 2015; Schein et al., 2006; Wang & Hong, 2014; 
Zhao et al., 2017) provide examples of how to  identify minor problems before they become major 
problems and so to extend the service life of components. Even some of the necessary repairs can be 
scheduled when convenient avoiding undesirable downtime and costly overtime work (B. J. Schein & 
Bushby, 2005). 
 
 

1.3 Goal 
The research goal is economical optimization of the maintenance process of the air handling units by 
using historical data as well as real time data from the BMS. Data of key performance indicators for 
condition-based maintenance as well as about the degradation process of components.  
 

1.4 Research question 
This section explains what is investigated in the research.  
 
To perform condition-based maintenance at the AHU a method is needed to analyse the BMS datasets.  
Information can be derived from the data sets about possible upcoming failures, defect or 
irregularities but also about the performance of the AHU on energy usage and the indoor climate 
conditions. This information can give an indication about the condition and operating of components 
of the AHU however, it is difficult to extract the useful information out of the large data sets (Li & 
Wen, 2014). 
 

Main research question 
 

How to economically optimize the maintenance process of the air handling units with condition-
based maintenance 

 
To answer this research question, the following sub-questions have been drawn up: 

1. What are the most relevant components to maintain in the air handling unit?  
2. To what extent is it possible to perform condition-based maintenance with the existing data 

sets of a BMS? 
3. What is the contribution of condition-based maintenance with its use of historical and real 

time-data to indicate the technical condition of a component of the air handling unit? 
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2. Methodology 
This section describes the methodology of the research.  

To get an overview of the existing maintenance methods an inventory was made of the existing 
maintenance and contracts. The relevant background information about maintenance contracts and 
strategies, which are used for maintaining building installations and their advantages and 
disadvantage are investigated and listed in appendix I. The whole methodology is represented in 
Figure 1 and here explanation about the different steps is being provided.  
 

Component selection and analysis:  
Case study I - service orders: To focus the research further it was investigating which 

component of the AHU were interesting to discuss more deeply. Service work orders were analysed, 
to investigate per component of the AHU’s where most of the time and money had been spent.  
Data was retrieved from performed work orders registered from enterprise resource planning (ERP) 
system, first about maintenance or malfunction on HVAC systems. Second more deeply into to the 
AHU system. The service orders were from 2012 till 2017. A text-mining technique was used to 
investigate the data of the service work orders. An analysis was performed to determine on which 
component of the AHU most maintenance was performed, which failures occurred and how much 
money was spent. 

Performance indicator component: More information was collected about the maintenance 
process of air filters to investigate how to financially optimize the current maintenance strategy 
towards condition-based maintenance (CBM). Using key performance indicators to determine a 
performance indicator as guideline to perform CBM. Based on literature and interviewing experts of 
different companies from Systemair, Verhulst, Camfil, Afpro and Kropman the performance indicator 
is determined of the air filter.  

 
Case study II – office building: Kropman has multiple buildings where data is saved historically. 

The data analysed in this research is from the HVAC system from an office building in Hoofddorp. On 
the roof of the building are four AHU’s installed. The data of AHU 2 is used in the report to underpin 
the observed trend of all AHU’s. The data of the other AHU’s is moved to the appendix.  

Preparing data: Data must be extracted from the network InsiteHistory to be further analysed 
in MATLAB. Data is also retrieved from other open source platforms as weather and outdoor air quality 
data. Data must be prepared, outliers must be cleaned, and the data have to be transformed in such 
way it can clarify relation between different parameters.  
Data in InsiteHistory was logged every eight minutes in some cases those data was transformed to 
hourly data calculating the mean over each hour. Also, simple rules were formulated to distinguish 
different states of the AHU to quickly reduce the size of the data set.  

Analysing data:  
Logged malfunctions - office building: Comparing notification from the BMS with work orders 

of the ERP system of the office building to investigated how many notifications from the BMS is taken 
care of by the service company. 

Air filters – office building: Investigate the measured data from the case study. The period 
from 28 May 2013 till 8 April 2015, four times the same type of Camfil filters (F7 Standard Flo) were 
used in the three AHU’s. The operating life of the filters was around the six months. Based on the 
performance indicator data, the condition of the air filter had to be determined. The behaviour of the 
filter is related to information from the literature. Investigate if the behaviour of the air filter could be 
related back to one function. The measured data was used to determine the impact of different 
variables on the performance indicator. This results in a conclusion if the filter is suitable for condition-
based maintenance with data.  
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Evaluation condition-based maintenance air filters: potential cost savings were determined 
for CBM implementation in the maintenance contract. A recommendation how to implement 
condition-based maintenance for air filters.  
 

 
Figure 1: Research structure 
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3. Component selection and analysis  
In this section will be explained which component of the air handling unit is going to be further 
investigate during the research, based on a literature review and a case study. 
 
3.0.1 Literature service orders 
It must be efficiently and effectively determined which components of the AHU needs further 
investigated, instead of looking into al kind of different fault models or maintenance strategies. 
Investigating the work orders of the service department is perhaps an interesting step to get more 
information and knowledge. Gunay (2018) noticed, based on field data, in a recent article (Gunay, 
2018; Gunay et al., 2018) the lack of knowledge on common faults at the HVAC system and the 
frequencies of these faults.  Gunay performed a study using text-mining to extract more information 
out of logbooks of maintenance work and computerized maintenance management systems. This 
enables to retrieve information on the maintenance routines at HVAC equipment and control 
infrastructure. It contains invaluable information about the failure patterns in HVAC systems and their 
components (Gunay, 2018; Gunay et al., 2018) based on seven years of work order logs from 44 
buildings. Almost 50 % of work orders related to the HVAC were problems on room/zone/floor level 
system. These complaints were mainly about the indoor climate (Gunay et al., 2018). When it came to 
failures/warnings from the AHU 70 % was related to the controls like inappropriate settings which are 
meant to realize a comfortable indoor climate (temperature, airflow and other thermal related 
aspects).  From the remaining 30 % of the problematic AHU-level work orders, 90 % was related to the 
fan of which 90 %, mostly were related to the V-belt of the fan.  
 
A study performed by Kwak (2004) investigated failure trends of HVAC system in an office building, to 
find the failure frequencies of components at the HVAC systems (air handling unit, boiler, chiller and 
cooling tower). Most frequent failures occurred in the chiller (55%) second in the boiler(26%), third in 
the cooling tower (15,4%) and fourth in the AHU (3,1%) (Kwak et al., 2004). The interesting conclusion 
from this study is that every building has its own specific problems, so analysing the service orders of 
a specific building can give a good indication on what component of its HVAC system causes the most 
problems.  
 
3.0.2 Case study I - service orders  
The text mining method from the paper of Gunay (2018), was used to extract information from the 
service orders. The goal was to optimize the maintenance process of the AHU’s. Therefore, all service 
orders Kropman registered in their ERP system from 2012 till 2017 were analysed, like regular 
maintenance, project related maintenance, direct labour work and malfunctions. Analysing the service 
orders gave an indication of which part of the HVAC, and especially AHU, had the highest number of 
service orders and were most expensive to maintain. This information could direct to the part of the 
AHU that should be further analysed.  
 
Every time regular maintenance or maintenance after a malfunction or a question from the client 
arises, a work order is set up, in which the performed work is registered. Those work orders mostly 
have a title and a description of the preformed work. First, there were extract as many possible service 
orders out of the ERP databases of the service company. Second, all service orders of different part of 
the HVAC-system were subdivide with text-mining. Third the ventilation class was subdivided into 
more detail with text-mining. For more information over the text-mining method see appendix II.  
 
The service activities performed over the last five years are shown in Figure 2. On the left side of the 
bar plot the number of service order are displayed, and on the right side the total costs of all the 
service orders in euros in million.  The ventilation system is, besides heating and cooling, one of the 
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major building installations when it comes to costs (Figure 2). The ventilation did not have the highest 
number of work orders but still had potential to be reduced.  
 
The results of the service orders of the service company are broadly similar to the results of Gunay 
(2018). For example, the bar with the title “Complaints” (Figure 2) corresponds with the 50 % of the 
work orders related to the HVAC problems on room/zone/floor level system from Gunay (2018). In 
the case of service company this was not 50 % but 14 %. This deviation is explained on basis of an 
example: a service order with the title, “leakage radiator floor 5”, is related to the class Gunay (2018) 
relates to zone/floor/room complaints. In this report it relates to the heating class as the service orders 
were investigated with another goal. The ordering of the orders was different, and the focus was more 
on the AHU, whereas Gunay zoomed in on the whole HVAC system.   

 
 

Figure 2: Distribution services orders and total costs of all services orders from Kropman. 
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The research goal was to economically improve the maintenance of the AHU, therefore the service 
orders of the class “ventilation” were investigated in more depth. In the service orders, the fan is the 
component of the AHU that led to the highest number of service orders and highest costs (Figure 3). 
From the description of the fan service orders, the belt is most often appointed (Figure 4). In the paper 
of Gunay (2018), the belt of the fan also causes the most malfunctions. However, new placed AHU 
nowadays has directly driven fans where there are no V-belt anymore. This should solve the problem 
of belts. The second component of the AHU with the highest number of service orders was the air 
filter. The air filters did not have a lot of malfunctions but more direct related replacement and 
maintenance work. In this report the air filter was selected to be investigated in more detail to 
economically optimize the maintenance of air handling units.  
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Figure 3: Distribution services orders related to the ventilation.  

Figure 4: Services orders related to the fan. 
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3.1 Performance indicator component  
Explains possible ways to determine the condition of an air filter. First a global method is described 
and in the second paragraph the condition of an air filter further explained.  
 
ISSO 101 is a guideline for performance contracts using key performance indicators (KPI) (Table 1) and 
related performance indicators (PI) (Table 2). A KPI is an important parameter for sustainable 
management and maintenance of buildings, but these are often not measurable directly. The key 
performance indicators all have to be made SMART- (specific, measurable, accountable, reasonable 
and timely) and can be measured by one or more performance indicators (PIs). Three key performance 
indicators were setup by the ISSO 101, that are critical to manage a sustainable maintenance of the 
building installation. These PI can be used for monitoring the condition of the air filter, to perform 
condition-based maintenance.  
 
Table 1: Key performance indicators 

Technical Management Perception  
T1: Technical performance M1: Policy and organization P1: Indoor climate 
T2: Technical condition  M2: Expertise P2: Control and behaviour 
T3: Failure handling M3: Data management P3: Complaint handling 
T4: Energy efficiency M4: Communication  

 
The technical key performance indicators are the most interesting for this research, see Table 2, as 
they can be monitored with data from the BMS. Especially the T1 technical functioning and T4 Energy 
efficiency. Of those two key performance indicators SMART data is available in the BMS. T2 and T3 are 
also interesting, but the data is not always available and when there is data about the technical 
condition or failure handling this information is quite minimal. Those data mostly consist of textual 
description from the service engineer added to work orders. This textual description is often brief and 
varies in description. 
 
Table 2: Key performance indicators 

Key performance indicator Performance indicators  
T1: Technical performance T1.1: Procedure to monitor technical performance 
 T1.2: Registration performance of technical installation  
 T1.3: Inspection performance of technical installation  
T2: Technical condition  T2.1: Maintenance procedure and long-term maintenance 

planning 
 T2.2: Condition measurement 
T3: Failure handling T3.1: Procedure    
 T3.2: Fault registration 
T4: Energy efficiencies  T4.1: Procedure energy registration  
 T4.2: Energy use registration 

 
The technical condition is something different than the technical performance of AHU. For example, 
a dirty filter that is in a bad condition can still have an excellent filtering performance due to its load 
of dust. A brand-new filter in contrary can have an excellent condition, but a lacking filtering 
performance. The filter could be placed incorrectly for instance causing leakage and causing air passing 
by unfiltered. Monitoring of the performance of an AHU with pressure sensors is a normal procedure 
because these sensors are also necessary to make the AHU operate correctly. The performance of the 
AHU can be verified, based on the data of those sensors. Monitoring of the technical condition of 
components of the AHU with sensor data is not common.  
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3.1.1 Performance indicator air filter 
Determining the condition of an air filter can be done visually, for example during the annual 
inspection. The conclusion of a service engineer on the condition of a component is solely based on 
how the component looks at that specific moment. However, a filter can visually look fully loaded with 
dust, but still have a low pressure drop and excellent performance. The filtration efficiency increases 
as dust accumulates in the filter media (Jaroszczyk et al., 1993; Montgomery et al., 2012a). A service 
engineer cannot investigate the filter performance over the last months. Perhaps the filter had 
become wet, which brings risks of mould growth and bacteria’s (NEN, 2017). For that reason, it is 
interesting to know which of the constantly measured parameters at the AHU can give a more specific 
indication on the condition of the air filter. 
 
The pressure drop of the filter is a widely used parameter to indicate the condition of the air filter.  
According to suppliers of air filters the pressure drop measurement is indeed a good indicator for the 
condition of the filter (Camfil, personal communication, August 2018). Based on the pressure drop 
measurement the optimal moment of replacing the filter can be determined. The first reason to 
replace the filters is because the air filters are dirty and have bad influence on the indoor air quality. 
But when this is the case the pressure drop over filter is rather high which is energy and economically 
inefficient. Because of fouling, the pressure over the air filters is increasing which has impact on the 
energy consumption of the fans. The fans must work harder to move the same amount of air. The 
suppliers do give advice at which pressure drop value the filter should be replaced. Camfil advises to 
do so after 100 Pascal on top of the initial pressure drop of the filter. Afpro advises to replace the filter 
after the initial pressure drop of the filter is doubled, which is slightly less than 100 Pa. The filter 
specifications data sheets also give pressure drop value recommendation to replace the filter.  
 
When the pressure drop exceeds the basic set-up pressure drop, a dirt filter alarm is sent to the 
maintainer to replace the filter. This dirty filter alarm is in most cases based on the maximum pressure 
drop from the specifications form of the specific filter. However, the name dirty filter alarm is 
misleading. The choice for the pressure drop to change the filter is more often based on economic 
reasons and less on the dirtiness of the filter which could affect the indoor climate (Camfil, personal 
communication, August 2018).  
 
Of the 585 service contracts that include maintenance at AHU’s and are maintained by Kropman. In 
only 28 cases a dirty filter alarm went off, which was investigated with the description of the service 
orders. To put this in perspective, probably all 585 service contracts have more than one AHU. The 
service orders were investigated over a period of five years. In the most minimal situation, 2925 times 
filters have been replaced of which only 1% reached the economically most efficient moment for 
replacement of the filters. If this exceeds, a pressure drop is financially better to replace the filter, 
otherwise the energy costs are higher compared to a new filter with a lower pressure drop. This asks 
for a different interpretation of the dirt filter alarm.  
From the service orders it can be assumed that air filter was often replaced too early. As mentioned 
before, probably the filter will only perform better the more it is polluted. If the AHU is designed well, 
the final pressure drop specified by the supplier of air filters is a good indicator at what pressure drop 
to replace the air filters. 
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3.1.2 Energy impact fouling air filters 
This section reports the energy impact of fouling air filters from the literature.  
 
Multiple studies have been performed on the energy impact of fouling air filters (Cao et al., 2015; 
Montgomery et al., 2012a; Nassif, 2012; Zhang & Hong, 2017). The energy impact of fouling filters 
depends on the type of fan installed in the AHU. A variable speed fan or constant speed fan, makes a 
big difference. A variable speed fan keeps the desired airflow by adjusting the speed of the fan. For a 
constant speed fan, the airflow will decrease because of fouling filter. For a variable-speed fan system 
the annual fan energy consumption can increase up to 30% (Nassif, 2012). For a constant-speed fan 
the extra annual fan energy consumption can go up 5%, but because of the reducing airflow the annual 
cooling energy can increase with 9% (Nassif, 2012). Reduction in the airflow rate affects the 
performance of other systems, for example on the heat transfer performance of heating and cooling 
coils (Zhang & Hong, 2017).  
 
Two other studies performed on fouling filters  with variable speed fans reported an impact of 4% fan 
energy consumption increase (Cao et al., 2015) and  (Zhang & Hong 2017) a significant increase in the 
fan energy consumption between the 4.3 and 9.5%.  The difference between the research of Nassif 
(2012) and the two studies by Cao (2015)  and Zhang (2017) is the degree of pollution of the filters. 
For the study of Zhang two cases of pollution of the filters were set up. One where the air filter fouling 
leads to a 10% increase of the fan pressure rise at the rated condition. Second where the air filter 
fouling leads to a 20% increase of the fan pressure rise at the rated condition. This was done for five 
different cities in the USA (Miami, Houston, San Francisco, Seattle and Chicago) were also a difference 
is noticeable at  increased fouled air filters (Figure 5, (Zhang & Hong, 2017)). The difference of the 
extra energy consumption is due to the different climates of the cities, Miami a more humid climate 
with higher temperatures compared to Chicago with a less humid climate and colder.  
 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 5: Percentage change of fan energy consumption, case one 10% increase of the fan pressure, case two 20% increase 
of the fan pressure.  
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4. Case-study II - Office building 
The building chosen as case study, is an office building in Hoofddorp. Four air handling units are 
situated on the roof of the building. Below a snapshot of a video of the building it shows how the 
AHU’s are situated on the roof of the building.   
 

 

Figure 6: AHU’s situated on the roof 

For the global specifications of the AHU’s on the roof of the building see Table 3. All these four AHU’s 
were monitored, and data was saved from 2011 till now. An overview what was measured is listed in 
the appendix III.  A small overview of the values that were measured at the AHU’s is shown in a 
screenshot from InsiteView Figure 7, it is a system overview of AHU 2.  
 

Table 3: Global specifications air handling units 

 AHU 1 AHU 2 AHU 3  AHU kitchen  
Designed airflow 
(supply) 

38192 m3/h 32000 m3/h 32000 m3/h 8899 m3/h 

Designed airflow 
(exhaust) 

36500  m3/h 26500 m3/h 26500 m3/h 10127 m3/h 

Air filter (supply) F7 F7 F7 F7 
Air filter (exhaust) F6 F6 F6 G2 + F6 
Heat exchanger Heating wheel Heating wheel Heating wheel Twin-coil 
Heating  Water coil  Water coil  Water coil  Water coil 
Cooling Water coil Water coil Water coil Water coil 
Ventilator  
(supply) 

RZR-15-800 belt 
driven  

RZR-15-800 belt 
driven 

RZR-15-800 belt 
driven 

RZR-15-450 belt 
driven 

Ventilator 
(exhaust) 

RZR-11-800 belt 
driven 

RZR-11-800 belt 
driven 

RZR-11-800 belt 
driven 

RZR-11-400 belt 
driven 

 
 

AHU 2 AHU 1 AHU 3 
AHU KITCHEN 
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Figure 7: Overview AHU 2 at the roof.  

 
The fan is frequency controlled, based on the pressure measurement in the duct behind the fan which 
it adjusts the speed of the fan to mainten the desired pressure. On each floor variable air volume 
(VAV) boxes were installed which based on CO2 measurement in de rooms regulate the airflow. So 
energy is saved because the fan does not always has to run on full speed.   
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4.1 Preparing data 
In this section is explained were the data is extracted from.  

Nowadays building installations are real time monitored and data of sensors, controllers and actuators 
of the building service installations are historically saved. InsiteView is the building management 
system platform with InsiteReports as a tool to make reports of the data about the performance, 
comfort or operation of a building installation. Data is historically saved in InsiteHistory, from which 
data is extracted and can be shared to be analysed to preform condition-based maintenance.  Using 
the historical and real time-data it becomes possible to indicate the technical condition of a 
component of the air handling unit. Besides the data of sensors etc. there is also data of maintenance 
moments and failures of the building installations.  
 
InsiteView makes it possible for all building installations to communicate with each other and to 
operate all installations remotely with just one system. It can visualize and process all information that 
is collected. Because InsiteView retrieves all required information and even adjusts it, it is possible to 
collaborate efficiently, and its functionality can be optimized to specific goals. InsiteReports can show 
the history of energy consumption and the performance of business premises, for example: Gas, 
Electricity, Humidity, Temperature, Emissions and Air Quality. So, it immediately becomes clear what 
consumption shows deviations and this enables quick and adequate action.  
 
Data about performed maintenance was extracted from Microsoft Dynamics Navison which is an 
enterprise resource planning (ERP) program. The system contains information about, the costs, which 
materials had been used, in some cases a short description of what was done. The information was 
used earlier in this report to determine which component of the AHU had to be investigated further.  
 

Energy data 
 
Building management system 
data 
 
Occupancy rate  
data 
 
General sensoring data 

 
Maintenance and failure data  

 
 

It is a choice of the client which data is measured and historical saved. The data can be 
historically saved within InsiteReports. Normally every eight minutes the data is retrieved 
from kWh meter, BMS, solar panels etc.  For this case the data from InsiteReports is 
extracted and analysed with Microsoft Excel and MATLAB 2018.  
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4.1.1 Preparing data  
The data extracted from the InsiteHistory was saved as a CSV file, which then was import into MATLAB 
and transformed to a timetable. The function timetable associates a time with each row and gave the 
opportunity to combine different datasets with each other based their time and made it possible to 
transform the timesteps of data. For example, the data extracted from InsiteView was saved every 
eight minutes, the data of open sources platforms, like KNMI weather data, mostly was aligned every 
hour. Using the function retime in MATLAB the eight-minute data of InsiteHistory was retimed to 
hourly data, using the aggregation method ‘mean’ calculating the mean for each reading over hourly 
time bins. Different datasets could so be combined, using the function outerjoin in MATLAB, 
timetables could be combined based on their time in a new timetable. 
 
Based on some simple rules the data was clustered into different groups of the four different states 
of the AHU, “ON”,” OFF”,” START” and” ERROR”. The clustering “ON” based on the situation when the 
supply and exhaust fans are both rotating. If the fans are rotating it means the AHU is on, if the fans 
do not rotate the AHU is off and labelled with “OFF”.  To make the labelling more reliable, for the 
states on, other values as the pressure drop over the filter, pressure measurement in the duct and the 
airflow measurements must show a value as well. The error states were, if one of the two fans were 
not working. So, if only one of fan is rotating the data is labelled as “ERROR”. The start state is used 
when the AHU is starting up. The start state duration lasts for one hour after the AHU is turned on. 
The AHU needs the time to adjust to the weather situation. The data of the conditions of start states 
have many outliners which can have a negative influence on the displaying “normal” behaviour of the 
AHU. Labelling of the data makes it possible to group data and ignore specific outliners and do more 
reliable analysis with the remaining data. also, to quickly reduce the size of the data set.  
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4.2 Analysing data 
4.2.1 Logged malfunctions - office building 
At the case study building the malfunctions from the BMS were historically logged and it was 
investigated from the ERP system how many malfunctions from the BMS were taken care of by the 
service department, see Figure 8. In Figure 9 there is a detailed look at the malfunctions reported from 
the BMS about specifically the AHU’s and Figure 10 show the malfunctions taken care of by the service 
department. From the figures can be concluded, that the AHU’s had the most malfunctions reported 
by the BMS. But of all malfunctions reported by the BMS only 10% was taken care of by the service 
department. The possible explanation for the high number of malfunction from the BMS was that 
some minor malfunctions were postponed being fixed by the service department, but then were 
reported again every day by the BMS.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 9: Malfunctions AHU reports  from BMS. Figure 10: Malfunctions AHU reports taken care of 
by the service department. 

Figure 8: Malfunctions building service reports from BMS and solved by the services 
department. 
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4.2.2 Fouling air filters 
This section will be investigated what the data for information contains about the condition of the air 
filer.  
 
From May 2013 till April 2015 Camfil filters were used for the AHU’s of the case study. Camfil advices 
to replace the air filters in an AHU at a pressure difference increase of 100 Pascals above the initial 
begin pressure of the clean filter. 
 
The used supply filters were Camfil bag filters F7 Standard-flo which have the following characteristics, 
initial pressure drop of 101 Pa at 3400 m3/h see appendix IV for the specification form of the air filter. 
The filter media was glass fibre and had a maximal acceptable relative humidity of 100 percent. 
Exhaust filters were M6 Basic-flo synthetic fibre filters with a pressure drop of 65 at 3400 m3/h and a 
maximum allowed relative humidity of 90 percent. The operating life of the Camfil filters were as 
follows: 
 

- 28 May 2013 till 25 November 2013 
- 26 November 2013 till 7 July 2014 
- 8 July 2014 till 19 November 2014 
- 20 November 2014 till 8 April 2015  

Figure 11 shows the pressure curve of a clean filter, this was used to check if the measurement from 
the differential pressure transmitters were reliable enough to use for further investigation. For more 
information see appendix V. 
 

 

 

 

  

Figure 11: Pressure drop clean filter versus airflow (Appendix IV). 
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In this report only the supply filters of the AHU were investigated as these are responsible for clean 
air in the building, making it important that the filters are in proper condition during their operating 
live. To investigate the behaviour of the air filters during their operating life two graphs (Figure 12 and 
Figure 13) were plotted from data of AHU 2 during 04 July 2014 till 19 November 2014 and from 20 
November 2014 till 8 April 2015. Every dot in the graph represents a measurement. The colour 
gradient was used to show the relative humidity outside, where blue is 40% relative humidity outside 
and towards dark red 100% relative humidity outside. The pressure drop over the air filter is on the Y-
axis and on the X-axis the time.  
 
Before the data of the pressure drop of the filter was investigated, the data was cleaned. The data 
states “ON” and “START” were used to reduce the dataset, explained in section 4.1 Preparing data. To 
delete outliers a function in MATLAB called moving median was used to clean the data. Based on 2000 
measurements the moving median was calculated with an upper and lower boundary. The data above 
or below those boundaries were deleted and classified as outliers. The moving median was chosen 
instead of a moving average because it is a more robust static method. The moving average uses the 
outliers, the function moving median deletes those outliers.  
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Pressure drop filter over time 
Period summer to autumn:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

period autumn to spring:  

Figure 12: The pressure drop over the filter on 4 July a clean Camfil Standard-Flo filter was mounted on 19 
November the filter was replaced. 

Figure 13: The pressure drop over the filter on 20 November a clean Camfil Standard-Flo filter was mounted on 8 
April 2015 the filter was replaced. 
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Two things stand out from the plots, minimal increase of pressure drop over the air filter and the 
outliers. In Figure 12, the minimal increase of pressure over the air filter was due the short operating 
life of the air filters. In the contract it was agreed to change the filters every half year. In the operating 
life of half a year the pressure difference increased only between 5 and 30 Pa, compared to guidelines 
of Camfil of 100 Pa this is very low. 
 
4.2.3 Minimal pressure drop of a filter 
To verify if the measured pressure drop is trustworthy, the pressure drop of the air filter was 
calculated using the following equation (Montgomery et al., 2012b): 
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 (1) 

 

Where: 
Pi = designed initial pressure drop [Pa] 
Q  =  Current airflow over the air filter [m3/h] 
Qdesign = designed airflow over the air filter normally around the 

3400 m3/h 
[m3/h] 

d = constant exponent from the curve fit of a clean filter [-] 
Pf = final pressure drop at the designed airflow [Pa] 
m = dust load of the filter [g] 
DHC = dust holding capacity at the manufacturer’s 

recommended final pressure 
[g] 

 
The total amount of air passing the air filter must be measured as well as the surface area and 
specifications of the air filter must be known. An indication of the amount of dust catches after a 
certain operating life of air filter is given with the following equations (Montgomery et al., 2012b): 
 

𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓 = �𝑄𝑄�𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
3

𝑓𝑓=1

 (2) 

 

𝑚𝑚 = 𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓 ∗  
𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓

  (3) 

 

Where:  
mtotal =  Total amount of dust catches by all air filters in the AHU [g] 
m = Dust accumulated in one filter [g] 
Q =  Total airflow AHU [m3/h] 
Ei = Filtration efficiency per particle size [-] 
C = Particulate concentration [g/m3] 
t =  Operation time [h] 
Atotal = Total effective face area of the filters [m2] 
Afilter =  Effective face area of one filter [m2] 
i = Filtration efficiency related to the operation time which 

is assumed to be constant. 
[-] 
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The outside air has an average of 0.07 milligrams of dust per m3 air (World Health Organization, 2018). 
The accumulated dust by the filter was calculated for the all AHU’s. For the filters the relation between 
dust load and pressure drop over the filter was plotted (Figure 14). By using equation 2 & 3 the dust 
accumulated in the filters with half a year operating life, would not exceed the 90 grams of dust. The 
pressure drop over the filters, calculated with equation 1, was be between 73 - 82 Pascal. See Figure 
14. In the AHU of the case study building the flow over the air filter was mostly between the 2300 and 
2500 m3/h. The 3400 m3/h was the airflow condition the air filter performance was tested. 
 
Figure 12 shows that at end of the lifetime of the filter the pressure drop was fluctuating between 70 
and 80 Pascal. This pressure drop agrees with the expected pressure drop over the air filter according 
the amount of caught dust of Figure 14. Figure 13 does not agree with expected pressure drop and 
was between the 5 and 15 Pascal lower.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

82 
73 

Figure 14: Dust load filter related to the pressure drop of the filter. 
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4.2.4 Predicted pressure drop filter 
The air filters of the AHU of the case study are replaced every half year. As shown earlier in this report, 
there is a minimal increase of pressure drop related to the maximum recommended, so a longer 
operating life of air filter is possible. To make a prediction of the pressure drop over the filter when 
they have a longer operating life, the dust catch by the air filter is predicted with the equation 2 & 3 
earlier mentioned in this report from the article of Montegomery (Montgomery et al., 2012a). To 
determine the pressure drop of the filter, equation 1 is used. For parameter C the particulate 
concentration of the air, the measured PM10 values of luchtmeetnet (Rijksinstituut voor 
Volksgezondheid en Milieu, n.d.) was used. Luchtmeetnet is open source data about the air quality in 
the Netherlands and is at the initiative of various authorities of the government. Governments are 
obliged to make air quality assessments which are based on international agreements and standards. 
The measurement results which can be downloaded from the site are validated data. The PM10 data 
from measurement station Hoofddorp at the hoofdweg from 2013 was used for predicting the 
pressure drop over the filter at the AHU’s of the case study. 
 
To validate the predicted pressure drop the results were compared with the measured pressure drop 
of AHU’s of the office building. In Figure 15 and Figure 16 the measured pressure drop over the filter 
(blue line) and the predicted pressure drop over the air filters (red line) are shown. With a subplot 
which presents the error between the measured and predicted pressure drop. To score the deviation 
the Measurement Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) is used to determine the prediction accuracy. 
This is done with the following equation 4, the MAPE score is shown in the figures. 
 

𝑀𝑀 =  
100%
𝑛𝑛

��
𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓 − 𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓
𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓

�
𝑑𝑑

𝑓𝑓=1

 (4) 
 

 
Where: 

 
 
There was a clear deviation between measured and predicted values especially for the period from 20 
November 2014 till 8 April 2015, see figure 16. In appendix VII the predicted pressure drop of the other 
AHU’s are plotted. In the plot of AHU 3 during the period from 26 November 2013 till 3 July 2014 a 
measurement error has been discovered. One of the airflow measurements appears to give an 
incorrect value. For more information about the measurement error, see Appendix VII. Because of the 
measurement error, AHU 3 could not been taken further into account during this research.  
  
  

M =  Mean absolute percentage error [-] 
A = Measured value [-] 
F =  Forecast value [-] 
n = Number of measurements [-] 
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Figure 15: Comparing measured and predicted pressure drop 

Figure 16: Comparing measured and predicted pressure drop  
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4.2.5 Impact relative humidity 
The predicted pressure drop in a humid period with high relative humidity’s like autumn and winter 
compared to a period with low relative humidity’s like spring and summer did not match the measured 
results. The hypothesis was the relative humidity plays an important role in the miss match between 
measured and predicted pressure drop over the filter. 
 
Montgomery formula used to predict the pressure drop over the filter, with the variables airflow and 
captured dust. However Montgomery also reports the RH can be an important factor in determining 
the operation characteristics of an HVAC air filter to ensure a more closely prediction of a real filter 
operation as well (Montgomery et al., 2015). There was a reduction in pressure drop and filtration 
efficiency when the relative humidity was increasing when the filter was loaded at a low RH between 
0 and 40%. The RH did not exceed the 60% during of the research of Montgomery (2015).  Others 
reports reported the same phenomena:  a decrease in pressure drop over the filter between 20 and 
70 percent relative humidity (Gupta et al., 2007; Joubert et al., 2011; Li et al., 2017). When the relative 
humidity rises above the 75%, the dust captured by the filter is reaching its deliquescent point and the 
property of the substance captured by the filter has a chance it dissolves in moisture. This changes the 
structure of the capture particles into a kind of cake structure with as consequence an increasing 
pressure drop over the filter (Gupta et al., 2007; Li et al., 2017). The effect of dust captured, and 
relative humidity in the region of 75 till 100 percentage RH results in a higher amount of captured 
dust. Results the pressure drop over the filter will be higher as when the filter did not captured a lot 
of dust yet (Gupta et al., 2007; Li et al., 2017). Unfortunately, what happens with the pressure drop 
over the filter after it has become wet and become dry again is not reported in the literature. 
Predicting the pressure drop over the filters in regions with high humidity’s were not successful yet.  
 
All reported experiments from the literature were performed in a controlled environment, with 
regulated particle size, particle loading and air humidity. No articles were found with data of filters in 
a practical situation with fluctuating relative humidity. The effect of a higher pressure drop over the 
filter at relative humidity’s between 75 and 95 % therefor was compared with relative humidity’s 
between 0 and 70 %. The data of the AHU’s of the case study were used to investigate if there was a 
difference in pressure drop over the filter below and above the deliquescent point. High humidity’s 
when the filter already had captured a lot of dust had a larger impact on the pressure drop as when 
the filter was clean (Gupta et al., 2007; Li et al., 2017).  
 
High humidity’s not only have a bad impact on the pressure drop over the filters. Also the standard 
NEN 13798 chapter 9.7 advices the system should be designed in a way that the relative humidity do 
not exceeded the 90% under exceptional weather conditions, to minimize the risk of microbial growth 
(NEN, 2017). The average relative humidity over three days for all parts of the system should be below 
the 80% especially for air filters (NEN, 2017). In Figure 18 and Figure 17 the outside relative humidity 
is plotted for the period from 4 July 2014 till 19 November 2014 and 20 November 2014 till 8 April 
2015. 
 
Figure 17 and Figure 18 in orange show that the RH was above the 80% RH longer than three days. In 
red the RH has been above the 90% this is bad for the filters. During these periods the RH exceeded 
the 90% and a closer look was taken into the data of the pressure drop over the filter represented in 
Figure 17 and Figure 18 with a magnifying glass.  
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Figure 17: Outside humidity during filter operating life form 04 July till 19 November 2014. 

Figure 18: Outside humidity during filter operating life form 20 November till 8 April 2015. 
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Camfil, the supplier of the filters of the AHU’s, did research into the effect of high RH on their filters. 
When the filters are clean, filters are not affected by the RH, no matter what media the filter is made 
of. When the filter becomes contaminated the filter is affected by the high RH and the effect is 
different for each media. Filters of fiberglass give pikes in the pressure drop but when the RH 
decreases again the pressure drop decreases back to a ”normal” pressure drop (Camfil, personal 
comminucation, 31 October 2018) and expersts from Systemair (Systemair, personal comminucation, 
29 October 2018). To see the effect of the high RH on the pressure drop of the filter, the outside 
relative humidity and measured pressure drop were plotted. Beside the measured pressure drop the 
simulated pressure drop of a clean filter and the simulated pressure drop of a dirty filter were plotted. 
The simulated pressure drop made it clearer to assess the effect of high RH. Due to the installed VAV-
boxes the airflow is increasing or decreasing during the day affecting the pressure drop over the filter.  
To see purely the effect of the RH on the filter, it is necessary to compare the measured result with 
the simulated pressure drop. The RH is not involved in the calculations of the simulated pressure drop, 
only the effect of the VAV boxes on the flow over the filters. Therefore, a deviation between the 
measured and simulated pressure drop results in the effect which is probably due the high RH. As the 
AHU’s of the case study are placed on the roof, the air over the air filters is assumed to have the same 
RH as outside. 
 
The period encircled by a magnifying glass 1 in Figure 17 shows the pressure drop over the clean filter 
and is plotted in Figure 19. The encircled part shows deviation between measured and simulated 
pressure drop over the filter due to high RH. Normally this pressure drop is around the 70 Pascal, but 
because of the high RH the pressure drop is reaching the 80 Pascal.  
 

 

Figure 20, magnifying glass 2, shows no increase in pressure drop over the clean filter with high relative 
humidity’s. This agrees with the results of Camfil. When the filter was clean the filter was not affected 
by high RH.  

Figure 19: Dirty filter, end lifetime, magnifying glass 1 
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But after half a year, magnifying glass 3, there still was no increase in pressure drop measured over 
the filter (Figure 21). Expected was an increased pressure drop of the dirty filter.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 20: New/clean filter, magnifying glass 2. 

Figure 21: End lifetime dirty filter, magnifying glass 3. 
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Literature and experts from Camfil and Systemair suggested two reasons why there was no increase 
of pressure drop over the filter in Figure 21. The first possibility, dust in early state of the filter (20 á 
30 grams) captured by the filter still can be washed out in a humid period. This is hard to examin, there 
is no information or pictures of the states of the AHU before the filters were replaced. The service 
engineer who replace the air filters, jugded the AHU was clean and no dirt was washed out of the 
filter. Second posibility, at a lower RH the pressure drop over the filter will decrease which is reported 
in the literature. To investigate if this is also happened with the filters at the case study the following 
figures were plotted: Figure 23, Figure 22, Figure 24 and Figure 25. The figures show on the x-axis the 
dust captured by the filter estimated based on the equations 2 & 3. On the y-axis the pressure drop 
over the filter is displayed. To investigate the behaviour of the filter there were plotted five different 
situations RH ranging between 100-90% (Figure 23), 90-80% (Figure 22), 80-70% (Figure 24), 70-60% 
(Figure 25) and 60-50% (Figure 26). Besides the measured results (dots) the expected pressure drop 
related to the captured dust were plotted, to compare the measured behaviour of the filter with the 
expected behaviour of the filter. Two pressure curves were plotted related to the bandwidth of the 
airflow, one for the highest airflow over the filter and one for the lowest airflow. The boundaries of 
these were based on airflow measurements of Camfil Standard-Flo F7 filters, mentioned earlier this 
report.   
 
Some assumptions were made; 

- First, for the AHU placed on the roof, there it is assumed that the entering air into the AHU 
over the filters will have the same RH as outside.  

- Second, the airflow in the AHU is regulated between a bandwidth, otherwise the fluctuating 
airflow is dominating the pressure drop. The bandwidth of the airflow in the AHU can be read 
from below title of figures.  

- Third, The assumed amount of dust load of the filter is based on the filter specifications and 
the measured amount of dust in the air (Rijksinstituut voor Volksgezondheid en Milieu, n.d.) 

 
Figure 25 and Figure 26 with the RH between 60-70%  and 50-60% showed no increasing in pressure 
drop over the filter even when the filter contained 80 grams of dust. The outside RH was barely below 
the 70 %, with as consequence, little data about the behaviour of the filter below the deliquescent 
point. Expected was that the plotted pressure curve should show an increase of pressure drop. For 
the Figure 23, Figure 22 and Figure 24 with RH between 100-90%, 90-80% and 80-70% there was an 
increase in pressure drop noticable when more dust was captured by the filter and this was in line 
with the expected pressure drop over the filter. The highlighted part in Figure 26 the measured 
pressure dorp, drops down at 50 grams dust load. This is due the airflow over the filter from the region 
0 till 50 grams dust load a higher airflow was measured as for the region 50 till 80 grams dust load. 
The results of AHU 1 were displayed in Figure 27. 
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Figure 23: Pressure drop filter RH between >90%.  

Figure 22: Pressure drop filter RH between 80-90%. 
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Figure 24: Pressure drop filter RH between 70-80%. 

Figure 25: Pressure drop filter RH between 60-70%. 
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Figure 26: Pressure drop filter RH between 50-60%. 
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Figure 27: Overview impact relative humidity on the pressure drop over the filter of AHU 1. 
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In Figure 28 on the X-axis the RH is plotted with on the Y-axis the pressure drop over the filter. As 
boundaries the airflow between 27500 – 29000 m3/h and a dust load of the filter between 75 – 85 
gram. Figure 28 shows there was no increase in pressure drop over the filter when the relative 
humidity stayed below the 80%, if the RH exceeded the 80% the pressure drop over the filter 
increased.  To predict the pressure between 0 and 80% RH the clean filter equation was used. To 
predict the pressure drop between 80 and 100% RH. Equation (5) was used to predicted the pressure 
drop over the filter, including a ratio to adjust the pressure drop based on the RH.  Eqeation (5) showed 
a good fit with the measured results from Figure 28 
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To validate equation (5), the measured and predicted pressure drop were displayed in Figure 29 and 
Figure 30, those figures showed good results. Comparing the mean absolute precentage error of 
Figure 16 with MAPE score of 15 with the MAPE score 6.4 of Figure 30 is a great improvement. The 
other results are listen in the appendix IX, which are also good. 
 

Figure 28: Pressure drop related to RH 
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Figure 29: Compared measured with predicted pressure drop with a RH ratio.  

Figure 30: Compared measured with predicted pressure drop with a RH ratio. 
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4.2.6 Energy impact fouled air filters  
This section is investigated the energy impact of fouled air filters of the case study and used to 
validate the predicted results. So the  
 
The air filter had a minimal increase in pressure drop over half a year operating life. It is interesting to 
investigate what the possibilities are to extent the operating life of the air filters related to their energy 
impact and to make a prediction of the energy impact of a fouled filter. The method to predict the 
pressure drop over the filter from chapter 5.4 was used. The predicted pressure drop was 
implemented in equation (6) to calculate the energy impact of the fouled air filter. Also the software 
program of Camfil was used to determine the extra energy consumption of the filter. First those two 
methods to predict the energy consumption of the filter were validated. The validation was done by 
comparing the measured energy consumption with the predicted energy consumption. To calculate 
the energy impact of the air filter the following formula was used (TVVL, 2014): 
 

𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑 ,𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 =
𝑞𝑞 ∗ ∆𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓  ∗  𝑑𝑑
𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑 ∗ 1000

 (6) 

                          

Where:  
Pfan,filter = Fan power related to the filter [kWh] 
q = Airflow AHU [m3/s] 
Δp = Pressure drop over the filter [Pa] 
t = Time in hours  [h] 
ηfan = Efficiency of the fan [-] 

 
The airflow and the pressure drop over the air filter were measured, the total efficiency of the fan was 
determined. Figure 31 (Dwyer, 2011) gives an overview of the energy losses of a fan. To make an 
assumption on the total efficiency of the fan the air power output must be calculated based on 
measured values. The power output of the frequency controller was measured. This made it possible 
to estimate the total efficiency of the fan with equation (7).  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 31: Efficiency losses ventilation system 
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�𝜂𝜂 =  𝜂𝜂𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓 ∗ 𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ∗  𝜂𝜂𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 & 𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎 (7) 

Where: 
η = Total efficiency fan [-] 
ηmotor =  Efficiency motor [-] 
ηbelt = Efficiency V-belt [-] 
ηbearing&aerodynamic  = Efficiency bearings and aerodynamic together [-] 

 
To calculate the air power output, it is necessary to know the pressure rise over the fan. To determine 
pressure rise of the fan, the fan characteristic of the manufacturer, the measured airflow and rotation 
per minute of the fan were required. With these values the pressure rise by the fan was determined 
and the efficiency of the fans bearings and aerodynamics was calculated. The results are displayed in 
Figure 32. For more information how the pressure rises and efficiency of the fans aerodynamics of the 
fan were determined see appendix X. 
The measured results from case study (Figure 32 and appendix X) did not match the expected 
efficiency. The product specification of the motor reports an efficiency between the 84 - 95% (Brook 
Crompton, 2002), a belt transmission efficiency around  90 – 95% and the aerodynamic and bearings 
efficiency between 75 – 85% (Dalgleish et al., 2007). Using the specified efficiency of all part of the fan 
the total efficiency become between 57 - 77%. The losses of the electrical controller were not 
considered in this calculation. In Figure 31 the power meter placement is displayed. The measured 
total efficiency of the fan was between the 40 – 45%. A research perform by Camfil drew the same 
conclusion from measurement from fans in real service, the total efficiency is lower around 33 - 38% 
(Camfil, 2018). The research of Camfil includes the frequency controller.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 32: Efficiency ventilation system AHU 2 
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With all parameters of equation (6) known it became possible to calculate the energy impact of the 
filter with the measured results. To validate the predicted and the software program results the 
energy impact of the existing situation, replacing the air filter once per half a year were calculated. 
The energy impact of the filter was calculated with the measured pressure drop, with the predicted 
pressure drop and the software program. The energy consumption was calculated over a period of 
two years (28 May 2013 till 8 April 2015). The results with the software and the predicted pressure 
drop did match quite well with the measured results (Figure 33). Even when the impact of humidity 
was not taken into account. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A good prediction of the energy impact of the filter gives insight what economically is the most 
interesting moment to replace the filters and the possible savings if the filter were replace once a year 
or once every two years. Important to note is that the humidity was not considered in this part of the 
research.  
 
To determine the energy impact of a fouled air filter after one or two years a prediction of the pressure 
drop had to be made. The method to predict the pressure drop over the filter in chapter 5.4 was used. 
The predicted pressure drop was implemented in equation (6). Because a variable speed fan was used, 
it was assumed the airflow was maintained and the measured airflow was used in equation (6). The 
efficiency of the fan was affected as well because the fan had to adjust the speed to keep the desired 
airflow. See appendix X for the explanation how the efficiency was determined. With these 
parameters the energy impact of the filter could be predicted for an operating time of the filter of one 
or two years 
 
 
 
 

Figure 33: Power consumption related to air filter 
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Camfil uses an own software program to determine the extra energy consumption of the filter. They 
provided access to this software to preform calculation to compare the measured results and 
predicted results with the results from the software program. For the calculation some assumptions 
were made, listed in Table 4. The operating hours of the fan, the total system airflow, the particle 
matter in the air and the fan efficiency. The fan system operating hours were based on the technical 
rule description. The total airflow was based on the average measured airflow from 28-05-2013 till 
08-04-2014. The particle matter was also based on the average measured particle matter from website 
www.luchtmeetnet.nl from 28-05-2013 till 08-04-2014 during operating hours of the fan. The fan 
efficiency was based on the total air flow measurements.  
 
Table 4: Variables Camfil 

Fan system operating hours: 15 hours * 5 days * 51 weeks 
Total system air flow:  28000 m3/h 
Particle matter:  20 µ/m3 
Fan efficiency:  45% 

 
The results of the predicted energy impact of a fouled air filter is displayed in Figure 34. The impact of 
the filter on the total consumption of the fan is clarified by a percentage. A clean filter, in this case 
study, accounted for 17.5% of the total energy consumption, represented in blue. The impact of 
pollution is shown in red, comparing operating lives of one half year, one year and two years.  
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fan 
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Figure 34: Energy impact fouled air filters 
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5. Evaluation condition‐based maintenance 
5.0.1 cost savings AHU 
To investigate the savings by extending the operating life of the filter a calculation was made with the 
predicted pressure drop. To compare different operating  lives of the air filter the energy, material, 
waste and labour cost were determined. The result of AHU 2 are displayed in  
Table 5 and Figure 35. The material costs were the costs of the Camfil filters. The waste cost was an 
average value from the service company. The labour costs were the actual costs that were made by 
service company to replace the filters. The results of the Camfil software are displayed in the appendix 
XI. 
 
Table 5: Costs replacement filter AHU 2 

  

 

Figure 35: Filter cost 

AHU 2             

Filter life‐time 
[replacement *  
operating life in years] 

Energy 
filter 
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Energy 
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cost 
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 cost 
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cost 
[€] 

TOTAL  
COST 
[€] 

4 * 0.5  10896  1090  1004  40  720  2854 
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The results in Table 5 show the possible savings. An operating life of the filter of one year can save 740 
euro in two years. For an operating period of two years the more money could be saved compared to 
one‐year operating life. Extending the operating life of the filter to two years involves possible risks 
like bacterial and mould growth in the filter media. For AHU 3 has the same specifications as AHU 2 so 
also here a possible saving of 740 euro in two years can be released. AHU 1 is a larger AHU were could 
be saved 920 euro in two years. listing the cost savings per AHU results in a total cost saving of 2400 
euro 
 

5.0.2 Evaluation condition‐based maintenance 
Condition‐based maintenance  for monitoring  the  air  filter  has  potential. With  a  BMS  there  are 
possibilities to monitor pressure drop of the filter. A reliable calculation with the method in this report 
or with the filter supplier software can be made for economically the most efficient moment to replace 
the  filters. With  this  information  the most  sustainable and economically moment of  replacing  the 
filters can be determined. For example the office building of the case study,  if the condition of the 
filters was monitored a lot of money could be saved. The period from 28 May 2013 till 8 April 2015 
when Camfil filters were used, in total 2400 euro could be saved by extending the operating life of the 
supply filters. Instate of four times replacing the filters it is recommended to do it only twice. This is 
not only economically interesting but also more sustainable. Less material wasted, and no filters to be 
delivered at office building, which means less car gas emissions. In the most ideal situation the service 
engineer also did not need to visit the building to replace the filters which also saves car gas emissions.  
 
Suggestion for an approach of optimizing the maintenance of the air handling unit can be: 
 

1. Determine the economic pressure drop to replace the filters, with the actual airflow  in the 
AHU. In the case building the designed airflow was 32000 m3/h but, the airflow was around 
the 28000 m3/h.  if you maintain a bigger or lower airflow, the economic calculated optimal 
allowed pressure drop can be misleading.  

2. Monitor the pressure drop over the filter. This give an indication about the condition of the 
filter and should be used as  indicator  to  replace  the  filter sooner or  later,  to compare the 
measured pressure drop with calculated economical optimal pressure drop. Monitoring is also 
useful to  indicate  if the filter has become wet,  if so many times maybe the filter has to be 
replaced sooner, to avoid odour nuisance or bacterial and mould growth in the filter median.  
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6. Discussion  
Expected there was more knowledge available about air filter and monitoring the condition of an air 
filter with a pressure drop measurement. As indicated in the report, there is still knowledge missing 
in the area of the impact of moisture on the performance of the air filters. For example, the risk of 
mould growth in humidified filters in combination with dust load. 
 
Component selection and analysis: 
For this research the component with the highest maintenance cost and the most number of service 
orders has been chosen to investigate. Without considering the type of AHU or the size of the building. 
The work of Gunay (2018) research normalized the service orders per building based on their floor 
area. For example, every AHU has an air filter but not every AHU has a humidifier. It is possible the 
maintenance cost for humidifiers related to the floor area is above the maintenance cost of air filters. 
Normalizing on floor area, may result in another raking. In this research it was chosen to take an overall 
approach and look to the highest cost. Normalizing the service orders of the service company is maybe 
a next step. 
 
Determining the performance indicator of the air filter was done with parameters measured by the 
BMS. The main function of an air filter is to filter the air, in this research the performance indicator 
pressure drop has been used.  In principle,  the  filter  should be  judged on  filtering  the  air.  It was 
assumed the filter performance meets the specification of the supplier.  
 
Case study – office building 
During this research only data of the AHU were investigated, not the indoor climate. There are many 
other aspects (windows, people, light, insulation value etc.) which have impact on the indoor climate 
and perception of the people about the indoor climate.  The available dataset of the BMS was only 
from one office building. It cannot be assumed AHU of schools or hospitals show the same pattern as 
AHU’s at office buildings.  
 
The case‐study was done on AHU’s which were equipped with an extended set of sensors, for example, 
the airflow measurements. The majority of the AHU’s may not have enough sensors to generated data 
for CBM. 
For predicting the pressure drop over the  filter the grams of  fine particles  in the air was based on 
measurement on street level. The AHU’s at the office building are placed on the roof at a height of 22 
meters. It is assumed the measurements of fine particles at street level are the same as the air entering 
the AHU’s on the roof.  
 
The measured filters had an operating life time of half a year. In most cases filters have an operating 
life time of one year. No data was available in this research on how the pressure drop increases further 
after half a year, related to a higher dust load at different RH’s. The measured data is only about filters 
with the medium, glass fibre.  
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7. Conclusion 
To answer the research question, how to economically optimize maintenance of air handling units 
within condition‐based maintenance strategy  is relevant. Estimated is that there are 800.000 filters 
needed to filter the air at office buildings in the Netherlands alone. Replacement of air filters based 
on its condition will save on life cycle cost and is more sustainable. Three sub‐question to answer the 
research question: 
 

1. What are the most relevant components to maintain in the air handling unit?  
 
Based on service orders of performed maintenance work at building installations an analysis was done 
on cost and time impact of the ventilation compared to the whole Heating Ventilation Air Conditioning 
(HVAC) system. The ventilation was in the top three of the components of the HVAC system with the 
highest cost.  
Which part of the AHU had the biggest share  in cost and requires the most maintenance had been 
analysed. The fan had the highest cost and most number of work orders. Most of the cost and work 
orders of the fan were related to the belt drive. Due to the fact belt driven fans are no longer applied 
in new to build AHU’s the fan had not been investigated further in the report. New to build AHU’s are 
equipped with direct driven fans, the expected maintenance cost will be lower. The filter part of the 
AHU was the second component with the most number of service orders and highest cost and was 
chosen to investigate.  
 
To use condition‐based maintenance on the filter, the performance indicator(s) had to be determined. 
The  ideal performance  indicator according air  filter manufactures was  the pressure drop over  the 
filter. With the pressure drop the dust load and the energy consumption of the filter can be calculated.  
 

2. Is it possible to perform condition‐based maintenance with the existing data sets of a BMS? 
 
In the case study was found that the pressure drop over the filter was not only affected by the airflow 
and dust load. The measurements showed that the RH had influence on the pressure drop. When the 
filter had a dust load of 80 grams, the pressure drop over the filter is lower at low RH between 40 till 
80% compared to a high RH between 80 and 100%. A deviation of 20 Pascals pressure drop comparing 
the pressure drop at 100% RH and 50% RH with the same amount of dust load and airflow.  
The pressure drop was used  to determine the most economic efficient moment to replace  the air 
filter. The suppliers of  filters provided  information about  the economically most efficient pressure 
drop  to  replace  the  air  filter.  Calculation  done  in  this  research  showed  similar  results  and  are 
comparable with the measured energy consumption of the fan.  
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3. What is the contribution of condition‐based maintenance using historical and real‐time data 
to indicate the technical condition of a component of the air handling unit? 
 

By monitoring the pressure drop of the filter, between 2013 and 2015, for all three AHU’s together 
2400 euro could have been saved for the office building, if CBM was applied. The increasing pressure 
drop was  less strong than expected. The case study confirms the calculated pressure drop over the 
filter after an operating life time of half year. The recommended allowed pressure drop given by the 
supplier and calculations done on dust load show that a longer life time was allowed and economically 
more efficient. In the case study the filters were replaced every six months, which could have been 
economically delayed to one year's lifespan. In well‐designed AHU’s, filters can be monitored, which 
provides insight into whether filters really need to be replaced. The algorithm to predict the moment 
of replacing the air filters not only has to use the pressure drop and airflow but also the RH. 
 
Effort‐based contract mostly has a fixed schedule to replace to filters. It definitely is possible to extent 
the filter life time with CBM. For example in five years one filter replacement can be skipped. Know 
from  the  service  orders  of  the  service  company  from  2012  till  2017  they  had  585  AHU’s  under 
maintenance.  If  in every 585 AHU’s, the filter  life time was extended three months, approximately 
125.000 € could be saved. Calculated in the same way as for the AHU’s in the case study.  

8. Recommendation 
Most service companies use building management systems to visualise data and provide insight in the 
performance of the installations. Software in the BMS should be added to monitor the condition of 
the air filter and show the ideal pressure drop to replace the filter and predict the replacement date. 
This offers a condition‐based decision to replace the air filter. 
 
Humidified filters have a risk on mould and bacterial growth in the filter medium. This risk is higher 
when the filter has a higher dust load, the moisture reacts with the trapped dust. Filter suppliers as 
well as the standards note, there is a risk of mould and bacterial growth after an operating life time of 
one year. Recommended is to investigate what the risk is, when extending the operating life time of 
the filter.  
 
In this research information on maintenance was used from the ERP system of the service company. 
More  useful  information  is  available  on  other  parts  of  the  HVAC  system  in  this  ERP  system. 
Recommended to investigate which components of HVAC systems are interesting for CBM. This can 
be done by normalizing  the  service orders per building based on  their  floor area,  in  this way  the 
outcome is useful to compare different components of installations.  
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I. Appendix: Maintenance & contracts 
Describes which different types of maintenance strategies and contracts exist and their 
characteristics.  
 
Air handling units are being managed and maintained by a broad range of service contracts. ISSO ,the 
Institute for Study and Stimulation of Research in the field of building installations, published 
guidelines 101 till 107 about Sustainable Management and Maintenance of buildings (ISSO, 2015). 
With a focus on building installations that are responsible for the indoor climate of the building. The 
Dutch National Practical Guideline NPR 2777 about preparation of maintenance contracts for real 
estate gives a clear overview of maintenance strategies (NEN, 2014). Both, ISSO 101 and NPR 2777, 
make a distinction between the following maintenance strategies (Table 6), the different plannable 
maintenance strategies are listed. 
 
Table 6: Maintenance strategies  

Proactive, planned Failure Based Maintenance (FBM) 
Time Based Maintenance (TBM) 
Preventive Maintenance (PM) 
Condition Based Maintenance (CBM) 

Reactive, not planned Modification 
Corrective Maintenance 

 

Failure Based Maintenance, required to rectify the failures takes place after the malfunction has 
occurred. The choice for Failure Based Maintenance is done for those cases where the consequences 
of failure of system or component of the system are rare and very small. 
Time Based Maintenance, takes place after a certain period of use has elapsed, regardless of the 
situation at that moment. No inspections are performed to determine the condition of a component, 
but regardless of the state of the component, it is replaced after a fixed number of time or use units. 
A good example are the air filters, which are often changed after an amount of time regardless of what 
state the filters are. 
Preventive Maintenance, for keeping equipment in satisfactory operating condition by providing 
systematic inspection, detection and correction of incipient failures either before they occur or before 
they develop into major defects. 
Condition Based Maintenance, monitors the condition of the equipment and maintenance is planned 
after one or more indicators show expected failing of equipment or unacceptable deteriorating of 
equipment.  
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These different type of maintenance strategies are tailored into a contract between the client and 
contractor (the service company which performs the maintenance at AHU). Contract types that carry 
out maintenance can be classified, based on the regulations, in two different groups: 
 

- Effort-based contract; 
o Capacity contract 
o Effort contract 

- Result-based contract.  
o Result contract 
o Performance contract 
o Lease contract 

With a capacity contract the client determines both amount of work and frequency of maintenance 
and schedules capacity to have this work carried out. Normally these kinds of contract are only used 
by clients who really do a lot of the work themselves and only need some additional capacity  
 
An effort contract is most common contract, the client describes in detail the maintenance work which 
have to be carried out and what must be performed periodically. The responsibility for the proper 
functioning of the system lies with the client. The problem that arises with this kind of contract is that 
the client does not always have the knowledge to manage the operations of complicated building 
installations correctly. This results in building installations that consume more energy than necessary 
and have a shorter lifetime (ISSO, 2015). The client in this relationship does not always have the 
required knowledge to manage the operation of building installations correctly. Set up maintenance 
activities can be performed correctly by the service company, but this does not necessarily mean the 
building installation is functioning as it should be (ISSO, 2015). The main problem of an effort-based 
contract is that the service company is only responsible for the instructed maintenance. The service 
company will not assess if the system is not working as it optimally could (energy-efficiency or indoor 
conditions). The contractor benefits from additional work caused by breakdowns, which means extra 
sales (ISSO, 2015). This does not motivate the contractor to perform efficient maintenance.  
 
A result contract means that the contractor must achieve the results described by the client as an 
agreed upon set of requirements that the installation must meet after execution of the maintenance 
work. This also applies to requirements related to response time to malfunctions. The work itself is 
not described, nor the amount of time required for the maintenance work. Improvements can be 
encouraged through a bonus-malus scheme. 
 
The performance contract guarantees the performance of the installation over the contract period 
based on a set of requirements, what level of performance the installation must deliver.  These criteria 
have to be formulated using SMART (specific, measurable, achievable, realistic and timely) to be able 
to check the performance of the installation. With a performance contract the responsibility for the 
proper functioning of the system lies with the contractor. In this particular contract form, the risk has 
been transferred from client to contractor. 
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Finally, the lease contract. With this type of contract the contractor takes over the entire management 
(and ownership) of the installation. The contractor is usually also the owner of the technical systems 
in a lease contract and determines the replacements independently, including the associated 
financing, so all responsibilities are completely with the contractor. 
 
The last two types of contracts (performance and lease) are encouraged by the Dutch government to 
apply for sustainable management and maintenance of building installations (Herik et al., 2013). These 
contracts make the performance of the service companies measurable and evaluable in an objective 
manner. As a customer you pay for what indoor climate and energy performance you want to get out 
of the contract. Also, the fact that the risk is transferred from client to contractor, is assessed as 
favourable by the government. As the responsibility lies with the contractor, the contractor is being 
forced to think more carefully on how to realize the maintenance and operation of the building 
installation. Most performance/lease contracts include bonus-malus scheme to motivate the 
contractor to adequate maintenance.  Over time, more building owners will switch from effort-based 
contract to long-term results-based contracts. This transition demands a different maintenance 
strategy by service companies. Having a better understanding on the operation of the system, leads 
to a better insight in the planning of the maintenance of the system. Energy and  indoor climate 
monitoring have already be proven useful (Agentschap NL, 2011).  
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II. Appendix: Case study I - Service orders 
In this appendix is further explained how the service orders from Kropman are subdivide into different 
classes. To get a better overview which component of the AHU most malfunctions/maintenance is 
performed and which has the highest cost.  
 
When there is a malfunction, the client ask the service company to solve some problems or regular 
maintenance is performed on the building installations. A service orders was set up where is written 
down what was done to solve the problem and what finally was paid by the client to solve the problem 
or for the preformed maintenance. With this information of the past five years (2012 – 2017) which 
includes 232104 number of service orders form the regions (Breda, Nijmegen, Rijswijk and Utrecht). 
The description of the service orders was used to subdivide the service orders into 16 different classes 
which are somehow related to the building installation. The different classes were: heating, lighting, 
ventilation, cooling, sanitary, complaints, BMS, fire safety, elevator, domestic water, shading, heat 
pump, CHP and water distribution.  There are also four classes which were regular maintenance, office 
work, failure redemption and an undefined part. Regular maintenance is yearly maintenance or 
preventive maintenance on the building installations which is not specified to a specific class like 
heating or cooling. Office work is work preparation, contract management but also work outsources 
to a subcontractor. Failure redemption is what companies paid Kropman to solve all failures of the 
building installation for a certain time. The last undefined part were service orders which does not 
have any connection with the building installation. Or the description text is not well formulated to 
subdivide into one of the classes.  
 
In MATLAB the filter option called “contain” is used to filter the service orders on the description text, 
if the text contains a word from the list of words of a certain classification, the service orders is deleted 
form the list of service orders. Until all sort of classification are divided into the subclasses. The part 
which was remaining was the part which cannot be placed based on their text on a subclass and was 
labelled as undefined. To filter the service orders into these different classes a set of words was made 
to filter the service orders based on their description. Table 7 shows which words were used to divide 
the service orders into the different subjects. With on the left side original Dutch words and in the 
middle of the table the English translation. Also this order is used to subdivide all the service orders.  
 
Table 7: Words to order the service orders into different subclasses.  

Class English translation Original (Dutch) words 
Fire safety  Fire alarm, Smoke detector, fire door, 

fire damper, fire brigade, fire reel, fire 
extinguishing, evacuation, fire 
ventilation and staircase 

"brandmeld","rookmelder","branddeur",
"brandklep","brandweer","brandhaspel",
"brandblus","ontruiming","Brandventilat
oren","trappenhuis" 

Cooling Airco, dry cooler, cooling machine, 
cooling, CM, Cooling unit, cooling 
installation, top cooling, chilled water, 
cooling tower, chillers, dry-coolers, dry 
cooler, cooling ceiling, cooling valve, 
cooling water pump, carrier (cooling 
brand), cooling-unit, DX cooler, DX-
cooler, chiller, condensation fan, 
chiller, cooling ventilation, condenser 
fan, condenser 

"airco","drogekoeler","koelmachine","ko
eling","KM","koelunit","koelinstallatie","
topcooling","gkw","koeltoren","chillers",
"dry-
cooler","drycooler","koelplafond","koelkl
ep","koelwaterpomp","carrier","koel-
unit","DX koeler","DX-
koeler","draaikoeler","condensventilator
","chiller","koelventilator","Condensorve
ntilator","condensor" 

Ventilation Ahu, air handling, air handling, air 
handling, air handling, ventilation 
system, ventilation, air valve, steam 

"lbk","luchtbehandeling","luchtbehandel
en","luchbehandeling","lucht 
behandeling","ventilatiesysteem","ventil
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humidifier, steam humidification, 
humidification, supply ventilator, 
exhaust ventilator, ventilation motor, 
roof ventilators, roof ventilator, supply 
ventilator, roof ventilators, supply 
ventilator, exhaust ventilator, wheel, 
exhaust vent, V-belt, V-belts, filters, 
belt breakage, condensation drain, 
condenser, filter, air hand, AHU, frost, 
heating battery, steam humidifier, 
airflow, bag filter, fan coil, split unit, 
fan coil, split unit, fan-coil, split-unit 

atie","luchtklep","stoombevochtiger","st
oombevochtiging","bevochtiger","toevo
erventilator","afvoerventilator","ventilat
ormotor","dakventilatoren","Dakventilat
or","toevoer ventilator","dak 
ventilatoren","toevoerventilator","Afzuiv
entilator","wiel","afzuigvent","V-
snaren","V snaren", "filters", 
"snaarbreuk","condensafvoer", 
"condensor","filter","Luchtbeh","LBH","v
orst","verwarmingsbatterij","stoomvocht
iger","luchtdebiet","luchtzakken","fancoi
l","split unit","fan coil","splitunit","fan-
coil","split-unit" 

Heating Boiler, central heating, central heating, 
central heating, heater, heating, 
radiators, radiator, floor heating, flue 
gas fan 

"ketel","CV","c.v.","c.v","kachel","verwar
ming","radiatoren","radiator","vloerverw
arming","rookgasventilator" 

Entrance Entrance gate, tourniquet, pass reader, 
tourniquet, tourniquet, entrance, 
tourniquet, tourniquet, garage door, 
sliding gate, barrier 

"toegangspoort","tourniqet","paslezer","
tourniquet","tourniqeut","tourniqut","to
egang","Toerniqet","tourniget","garaged
eur","schuifhek","slagboom" 

Shading Sun shading, sunscreens, sun shading "zonwering","zonneschermen","zonnew
ering" 

Complains Complains, complain, too hot, too cold, 
air humidity, climate control, climate, 
too hot, stuffy, draught, relative 
humidity, very cold, relative humidity 
to low, leakage, room humidity, very 
hot, very cold 

"klachten","klacht","te warm","te 
koud","luchtvochtigheid","klimaatbeheer
sing","klimaat","te 
heet","benauwd","tocht","R.V.","erg 
koud","RV te 
laag","lekkage","Ruimtevochtigheid","er
g warm","erg koud" 

Sanitary Toilet, WC, urinal, sink, sanitary, sink, 
drain  

"toilet","WC","urinoir","wastafel","sanita
ir","wasbak","afvoer" 

Heat pump Heat pump, heat pump, WKO "warmtepomp","warmte pomp","WKO" 
Lighting Lighting, lamp, fluorescent tube, light, 

fluorescent luminaire, fluorescent 
tubes, luminaire, luminaires, 
luminaires 

"verlichting","lamp","Tl-buis","licht","tl-
armatuur","tl-
buizen","armatuur","armaturen","arman
turen" 

Regular 
maintenance 

Maintenance, inspection, 
Maintenance, maintenance, control, 
preventive, testing, operation, 
operation management 

"onderhoud","inspectie","OH","OHD","c
ontrole","Preventief","testen","Bedrijfvo
ering","Bedrijfsvoering" 

Elevator  Elevator "Lift" 
BMS BMS, data, logger, Lon, BMC, priva, 

software, set-up, hardware, control 
panel, rk = control panel, sensor, 
controller, sensor, thermostat, 
measurement, substation, clock times, 
panel ventilator, panel ventilator, 
panel ventilator, panel ventilator  

"GBS","Data","logger","lon","BMC","priv
a","software","regeling","hardware","reg
elkast","RK 1","rk5","rk2","RK 
5","rk3","Rk 3","rk4","rk 4","rk1","rk 
2","rk6","rk 6","RK7","RK 
7","sensor","regelaar","opnemer","ther
mostaat","meting","onderstation","Klokt
ijden","kastventilatoren","kast 
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ventilatoren","kastventilator","Kast 
ventilator" 

WKK CHP "WKK" 
Water 
distribution 

Control valve, three-way valve, 
counterflow exchanger,  heat 
exhangers, pump, hydrophore, 
expansion, pressure vessel, water pipe, 
three-way valve, transport network 

"regelklep","driewegklep","TSA","Warmt
ewisselaar","pomp","hydrofoor","expans
ie","drukvat","waterleiding","3 
wegklep","transportnet" 

Office Work preparation, Contract manager, 
Material, Subcontracting , Work 
planner, Office,  Material receipt, Time 
sheet, Contract management, 
Contract management, Consultation, 
Measurement and control engineering 
, Borrow, Weekly Planning, 
Calculation, Subcontracting, Contract 
Manager, Contract Management, 
Subcontractor 

"werkvoorbereiding", 
"Contractbeheerder", "materiaal"," 
Onderaanneming", 
"Werkvoorbereider","kantoor","Materia
albon","Urenbon","Contractbegeleiding"
,"Contractbeheer","overleg","Meet- en 
regeltechniek","Inlenen","Weekplanning
","calculatie","Onderaannemering","cont
ractmanager","Contractmanagement","
Onderaannemer" 

Domestic 
water 

Hot water, hot water, hot water, hot 
water, hot water, hot water, boiler 

"warm 
water","ww","w.w.","w.w","warmtapwa
ter","warmwater","boiler" 

Fault 
redemption 

Fault redemption, Redemption of 
faults, Redemption settlement 

"Storingsafkoop","Afkoop 
storingen","Verrekening afkoop" 

 

This is done for all the different 20 classes which results in a total number of service orders per class 
and the total costs for all those service orders per class. This number of service orders and invoiced 
cost of the service orders, had to give an indication to which part of the building installations most 
money and work went to.  
 
To verify if the word choices to filter the service orders as explained was logical. There were asked 
different building installation experts (word planners, mechanics and project leaders) from Kropman 
to filter 50 random service orders with description with their view into one of the 20 set up classes. 
To check if they would place the service order on the same class. This was to make sure the 
classification was made correct.  
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The two pie-charts gives an overview of the distribution of service orders. Figure 36 shows the 
distribution of the service orders per class, where the highlighted part was the ventilation class. Five 
percent of the service orders is related the ventilation. Figure 37 shows the distribution of invoiced 
cost, this was seven percent of the total invoiced cost. The total invoiced costs between 2012 and 
2017 were 103 million euros.  
 
What stands out was the still big undefined part. A reason why there was a big number of service 
orders which are not possible to subdivide, were malfunctions which are not part of the building 
installation, some examples are, “broken refrigerator”, “montage bandage drum”, “Door is not 
closing” or ” Power failure”. Second reason was unclear or not well formulated service order 
description, some examples are, “various malfunction”, “leakage”, ”testing” or “No more gas” but also 
wrong spelling of the words.  But the main goal was to find out which part of the air handling unit 
requires the most maintenance and are expensive to maintain. The intension is to find out which part 
of the service orders was related to the ventilation and to a lesser extent other building installations. 
Till now the order of accuracy was good enough.  
 

 

  

Figure 36: distribution of the number of service orders displayed in percentage. 
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Figure 37: distribution of the costs per class displayed in percentage 
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The service orders which can be ordered based on their description were shown in Figure 38. The 
heating part had the most number of service orders and highest costs.  On the second place with the 
most number of service orders stands the complaints. These complaints are due the not well working 
building installations but is not possible to subdivide into one of the classes because of not well 
formulated description of the service order, like “it is too cold in room H45”.  

  

Figure 38: Distribution defined service orders with the total invoices costs per class. 
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To find out what the most relevant components were to maintain of the AHU, there was taken a closer 
look into the ventilation class. To find out how these service orders and costs were divided over 
different components of the air handling unit. The different classes are listed in  
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Table 8, with the words to subdivide the different classes. There were three parts with the largest 
number of service orders and cost, fans, air filters and the humidifiers see Figure 39Fout! 
Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden.. In five years there was spent 1.7 million euro on maintaining fans. 
For air filters and humidifiers both almost spent 0.9 million euro per item. Still a big part was undefined 
malfunctions, these malfunctions were related to the ventilation but in description is not formulated 
to which part of the ventilation system.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 39: Final result distribution of service orders for the ventilation system. 
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Table 8: Words used to subdivide the different components in a AHU.  

Class English translation Original (Dutch) words 
Damper Damper, damper motor, damper, 

servo 
"kleppen", "luchtklepmotor", 
"luchtklep", "servo" 

Fan Bearing, motor, belt, belts, v-belts, 
broken belt, bearings, bearing, fan, 
pulleys, pulleys, pulleys 

"lager", "motor", "snaar", "snaren", "v 
snaren", "snaarbreuk", "lagers", "lages", 
"ventilator", "poellies", "poelies", 
"pullies" 

BMS Relays, sensor, sensor, clock time, 
control, commissioning, rev up, 
frequency controller, balancing, 
clock time, clock time 

"Relais", "Opnemer", "sensor", "kloktijd", 
"regeling", "inbedrijf", "optoeren", 
"frequentieregelaar", "inregelen", 
"tijdklok", "kloktijd" 

Heat 
exchanger 

Heating wheel, heating wheel, heat 
exchanger, Twin coil  

"warmte wiel", "warmtewiel", 
"warmtewisselaar", "twinc" 

Air filter Dirt filter, dirt filter, replace filter, 
bag filters, air filter, dirt filter, 
remove filter, replace filter, clean 
filters, maintenance filter, filters, 
coarse filter, replace filter, replace 
filter, replace filter, replace filter, 
replace filter  

"filtervuil", "vuilfilter", "filter wisseling", 
"zakkenfilter", "luchtfilter", "vuil filter", 
"filters verwijderen", "fiters vervangen", 
"filters reinigen", "filter OH", "filters",  
"groffilter", "vervangen filter", 
"filterwisseling", "filter vervangen", 
"filterwiseling", "Filtervervanging" 

Humidifier humidification, steam 
humidification, steam humidifier, 
steam humidifier, steam humidifier, 
steam generator, humidifier 

"bevochtiging", "stoombevochtiging", 
"stoombevochtiger", "stoombev.", 
"stoombevochtiger", "stoomvormer", 
"bevochtiger" 

Cooling cooling block, condenser, cooled 
water, cooling 

"koelblok", "condensor", "gkw", 
"koeling" 

Heating heating block, control valve, central 
heating, batteries, heating battery, 
preheater, frost, frost, frost, frost 
fault, frost thermostat, frost 
protection 

"verwarmingsblok", "regelklep", "CV", 
"batterijen", "verwarmingsbatterij", 
"voorverwarmer", "vorst", "vorstgevaar", 
"vorstmelding", "vorst storing", 
"vorstthermostaat", "vorstbeveiliging" 

Casing disinfecting, cleaning, coating, 
contaminated, disinfection, air leak 

"desinfecteren", "reinigen", "coaten", 
"vervuild", "desinfectie", "Luchtlekkage" 

Regular 
maintenance 

maintenance, inspection, 
maintenance, Preventive, Inspecting 

"OH", "inspectie", "onderhoud", 
"Preventieve", "Inspecteren" 

Undified 
malfuntions  

defective, fault, air handling unit, 
does not work 

"defect", "storing", "luchtbehandeling", 
"werkt niet" 
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III. Appendix: Case study II - Office building  
In this appendix the extra specification of the office building and the measured parameters are listed.  
 
Technical specifications of the office building 

Net floor area: 16136 m2 

 
Architectural characteristics / façade: 
- air tightness (Qv; 10 value):      0.2 dm³/s.m² 
- U-value open façade parts, including window frames:  1.4 W/m2.K 
- U-value doors:       1.4 W/m2.K 
- Average Rc-value of dense façade parts:    3.5 m².K/W 
- Rc-value roof:       4.0 m².K/W 
- Rc-value bg floor:       3.0 m².K/W 
 
Installation technical features: 
- Conversion/generation:  bio CHP on offal, also heat pump and low temperature heating 
- Storage/buffering: heat cold storage 
- Delivery: climate ceilings 
- Climate control: intelligent GBS, Weather dependent controlled, time-controlled and presence-

controlled. 
 

- Solar water heater: 5 m2 
- Cooling: via heat cold storage 
- type of ventilation: balanced 
- ventilation control: Presence + CO2 
- Q_primary building-related (according to EPC) -585 MJ/year/m² 
 
Other energy measures: 
- Fixed outdoor sun protection 
- Atrium for daylighting 
- Compact building 
- Sun protection glass: SHGC 0.30 
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Measured parameters 
 

1. Time      [Y-m-d H-m-s] 
 

For each AHU: 
2. Inlet air Temp. AHU2    [°C]  
3. Supply ventilator     [rpm]  
4. Supply ventilator     [kW]  
5. Exhaust ventilator    [rpm]  
6. Exhaust ventilator    [kW]  
7. Control wtw     [%]  
8. Control heating valve    [%]  
9. Control cooling valve    [%]  
10. PdT supply filter     [Pa]  
11. Supply water temp.    [°C]  
12. Retour water Temp.    [°C]  
13. PT Supply      [Pa]  
14. Supply air Temp.     [°C]  
15. Supply air Hum.     [%]  
16. Exhaust air Temp.    [°C]  
17. Exhaust air Hum.     [%]  
18. PT Exhaust      [Pa]  
19. PdT Exhaust Filter    [Pa]  
20. Control Exhaust Vent.    [%] 
21. Total supply air     [m3/h] (Combined data) 
22. Total exhaust air     [m3/h] (Combined data) 
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IV. Appendix: Filter specifications 
Camfil filter specifications forms 
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Advantages

• Meets the demands of new EN
779:2012

• Quick and easy mounting

• Tapered bags for optimised
performance

• Rubust metal header frame

Application:Comfort air conditioning applications, prefilter
applications
Type:Bag Filter
Frame:Galvanised steel
Media:Glass fiber
Dimensions:Filter front dimensions according EN 15805
Rec. final pressure drop acc. EN 13053:200 Pa
Maximum airflow:1,25 x nominal flow
Temperature max:70ºC
RH. max:100%
Mounting/Frames:Front and side access housings and frames are
available
Remarks: Also available with plastic frame, 25mm

Type EN779 ISO16890
Dimensions

WxHxD 
(mm)

Air Flow/
pressure drop 

(m³/h/Pa)
Bags

Media area 
(m²)

Weight 
(kg)

Initial eff. 
(%)

ME 
(%)*

Energy
consumption

Energy class

A7 35+ F7 ePM1 50% 592x592x600 3400/95 6 4,5 2,4 47 40 1245 C

B7 35+ F7 ePM1 50% 490x592x600 2800/ 95 5 3,6 2,1 C

C7 35+ F7 ePM1 50% 287x592x600 1700/ 95 3 2,3 1,5 C

A7-63 35+ F7 ePM1 50% 592x287x600 1700/95 6 2,3 1,5 C

A7-65 35+ F7 ePM1 50% 592x490x600 2800/95 6 3,6 2,1 C

C7-33 35+ F7 ePM1 50% 287x287x600 800/95 3 1,1 0,8 C

A7/520
35+ F7 ePM1 50% 592x592x520 3400/100 6 3,7 2 47 40 1360 C

B7/520
35+ F7 ePM1 50% 490x592x520 2800/100 5 3 1,8 C

C7/520
35+ F7 ePM1 50% 287x592x520 1700/100 3 1,8 1,2 C

A7-63/520
35+ F7 ePM1 50% 592x287x520 1700/100 6 1,8 1,2 C

A7-65/520
35+ F7 ePM1 50% 592x490x520 2800/100 6 3 1,8 C

C7-33/520
35+ F7 ePM1 50% 287x287x520 800/100 3 0,9 0,7 C

A7/370
35+ F7 ePM1 50% 592x592x370 3400/135 6 2,6 1,8 47 40 2030 D

B7/370
35+ F7 ePM1 50% 490x592x370 2800/135 5 2,2 1,6 D

C7/370
35+ F7 ePM1 50% 287x592x370 1700/135 3 1,3 1,2 D

A7-63/370
35+ F7 ePM1 50% 592x287x370 1700/135 6 1,3 1,2 D

A7-65/370
35+ F7 ePM1 50% 592x490x370 2800/135 6 2,2 1,6 D

C7-33/370
35+ F7 ePM1 50% 287x287x370 800/135 3 0,6 0,8 D

UF7 35+ F7 ePM1 50% 592x592x600 3400/85 8 6 2,6 51 40 1161 B

UG7 35+ F7 ePM1 50% 490x592x600 2800/85 6 4,5 2,4 B

UH7 35+ F7 ePM1 50% 287x592x600 1700/85 4 3 1,5 B

UF7-63
35+ F7 ePM1 50% 592x287x600 1700/85 8 3 1,5 B

UF7-65
35+ F7 ePM1 50% 592x490x600 2800/85 8 4,5 2,4 B

www.camfil.com

s149751
Highlight

s149751
Highlight
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Type EN779 ISO16890
Dimensions

WxHxD 
(mm)

Air Flow/
pressure drop 

(m³/h/Pa)
Bags

Media area 
(m²)

Weight 
(kg)

Initial eff. 
(%)

ME 
(%)*

Energy
consumption

Energy class

UH7-33
35+ F7 ePM1 50% 287x287x600 800/85 4 1,5 0,8 B

UF7/520
35+ F7 ePM1 50% 592x592x520 3400/95 8 5,2 2,6 51 40 1251 C

UG7/520
35+ F7 ePM1 50% 490x592x520 2800/95 6 3,9 2,4 C

UH7/520
35+ F7 ePM1 50% 287x592x520 1700/95 4 2,5 1,5 C

UF7-63/520
35+ F7 ePM1 50% 592x287x520 1700/95 8 2,5 1,5 C

UF7-65/520
35+ F7 ePM1 50% 592x490x520 2800/95 8 3,9 2,4 C

UH7-33/520
35+ F7 ePM1 50% 287x287x520 800/95 4 1,3 0,8 C

UF7/370
35+ F7 ePM1 50% 592x592x370 3400/125 8 3,6 2,4 51 40 1758 D

UG7/370
35+ F7 ePM1 50% 490x592x370 2800/125 6 2,7 2,1 D

UH7/370
35+ F7 ePM1 50% 287x592x370 1700/125 4 1,8 1,5 D

UF7-63/370
35+ F7 ePM1 50% 592x287x370 1700/125 8 1,8 1,5 D

UF7-65/370
35+ F7 ePM1 50% 592x490x370 2800/125 8 2,7 2,1 D

UH7-33/370
35+ F7 ePM1 50% 287x287x370 800/125 4 0,9 0,8 D

ME%: Minimum efficiency ref. to EN779:2012

Energy Consumption, kWh/year: Calculated according to Eurovent Guideline 4/21-2014

Energy class: according to Eurovent RS 4/C/001-2017

www.camfil.com



ISO 16890 - AIR FILTER TEST RESULTS

GENERAL

Test no. Filter ID Date of Test Time Operator
ID379 - 20170315 13:16:01 JJ

DEVICE TESTED

Model: [Camfil] Media Type: Filter Area: Size
SFGS-F7-0592/0592/0520-06 CM268B2 3,7 m² 592mm x 592mm x 520mm

TEST DATA and attached test
reports

ISO 16890-2    Report No: N/A
ISO 16890-3    Report No: N/A
ISO 16890-4    Report No: N/A

Airflow rate Test air temperature Test air humidity Test aerosol Loading dust
3400 m³/h  23 °C  50% RH  DEHS & KCL  ISO Fine

RESULTS

Initial dP differential Initial gravimetric arrestance  * ePM1,min  * ePM2.5min  * ISO ePMx rating  *
101 Pa - % 52 % 66 % ISO ePM1 50%

Final test dP differential  * Test dust capacity  * ePM1  * ePM2.5  * ePM10  *
300 Pa 443 g 52 % 66 % 88 %

* The ISO filter class is determined in laboratory at a nominal air flow rate [3400 m³/h] according to ISO 16890

Remarks
Meetgegevens

GRAPHS

NOTE: The result of this test relate only to the test device in the condition stated herein. The performance results cannot by themselves be quantitatively
applied to predict filtration performance in all "real life"environments.

ISO16890 Report

Page  1/ 1



GENERAL

Filter Name: HFGS-F7-0592/0592/0520-10-ES SFGS-F7-0592/0592/0520-06 SFGS-F7-0592/0592/0520-08
Report [Date of Test]: SP-4P08803-01D [20170315] PX18484C [20170315] PX18484A [20170313]
Dimensions [WxHxD] mm: 592 X 592 X 520 592 X 592 X 520 592 X 592 X 520
Area [m²]: 6,2 3,7 5,2
No of pockets: 10 6 8
Media: Glass CM268B2 CM268B2

COMPARISON OF STANDARD

Air Flow: 3400 m³/h 3400 m³/h 3400 m³/h
Final Pressure Drop: 450 Pa 450 Pa 450 Pa
ISO 16890:  * ISO ePM1 60% ISO ePM1 50% ISO ePM1 50%
EN779: F7 F7 F7

* The ISO filter class is determined in laboratory at a nominal air flow (Test airflow) according to ISO 16890

GRAPHS

CAT Comparison Report

Customer site information
Company Kropman
Contact Steijn van der Horst
Phone
Email
Address

Report prepared by
Company Camfil BV
Contact Edwin Teunissen
Phone +31 (0)318 696 049
Mobile
Fax +31 (0)318 631 839
Email Edwin.teunissen@camfil.com
Date

Page  1/ 1
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V. Appendix: Pressure drop filter 
In this appendix is checked if the measured pressure drop matches the pressure drop of Camfil.  
 
To check if the pressure drop measurements matches the initial pressure drop provide by Camfil. 
Camfil provides a graph what the initial pressure drop was over the filter at a certain airflow Appendix 
IV. The clean pressure curve are not digital, the graph is transformed into digital data using 
WebPlotDigitizer (Rohatgi, 2010), the data can be imported into MATLAB. In MATLAB there was a 
function to fit a function over the data. The clean pressure curve of the Camfil filter can be read from 
the Figure 40.  
 

 
To know if the measured pressure drop over the filter of AHUs of the office building, agrees the 
pressure drop provide by Camfil. The day when the air filters were replaced the pressure drop over 
filters were plotted. Figure 43 shows an example of a filter replacement in the data. The blue line 
which is the pressure drop over the supply filter and the red line for the pressure drop over the exhaust 
filter. In the graph is a gap visible, this is the moment when the air filters were replaced. After this the 
AHU was turned on again and the pressure drop of the clean air filters can be read from the figure. 28 
May 2013 and 19 November 2014 supply and exhaust filters were replaced for the three AHUs on the 
roof of the office building. The measured pressure drop was different as specified by Camfil (Table 9 
and Table 10). Different possibilities the deviation:  
 

- differential pressure transmitters tolerance of ± 5% deviation specified by the supplier. 
- Airflow sensor tolerance of ± 2.5% accuracy specified by the supplier.  
- Air leakage on the edges of the filter frame. 

 
Table 9: Day of filter replacement (28 May 2013) 

 

Table 10: Day of filter replacement (19 November 2014) 

AHU Qsupply ΔpCamfil Δpmeasured deviation Qexhaust ΔpCamfil Δpmeasured deviation 
1 2349 60 57 3 2272 38 39 -1 
2 2275 57 55 2 1792 28 26 2 

AHU Qsupply ΔpCamfil Δpmeasured deviation Qexhaust ΔpCamfil Δpmeasured deviation 
1 2668 72 71 1 2532 44 50 -6 
2 2433 63 60 3 2046 34 37 3 

Figure 40: Pressure drop clean filter versus airflow. 
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Figure 41: Filter replacement 

Figure 42: Filter replacement 
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Figure 43: Filter replacement 

Figure 44: Filter replacement 
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Figure 45: Filter replacement 

Figure 46: Filter replacement 
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VI. Appendix: Pressure drop filter over time 
In this appendix the pressure drop filter over time were plotted of the other AHU’s (1, 2 & 3) for all  
measured operating life’s. 

The same was noticeable as explained in the report. Minimal increase of pressure drop over the air 
filter and the outliers at a high relative humidity.  

The different periods were plotted: 
 
AHU 1: 

- 28 May 2013 till 25 November 2013 (Figure 47) 
- 26 November 2013 till 7 July 2014 (Figure 48) 
- 8 July 2014 till 19 November 2014 (Figure 49) 
- 20 November 2014 till 8 April 2015 (Figure 50) 

AHU 2: 
- 28 May 2013 till 25 November 2013 (Figure 51) 
- 26 November 2013 till 7 July 2014 (Figure 52) 
- 8 July 2014 till 19 November 2014 (Report) 
- 20 November 2014 till 8 April 2015 (Report) 

AHU 3: 
- 28 May 2013 till 25 November 2013 (Figure 53) 
- 26 November 2013 till 7 July 2014 (Figure 54) 
- 8 July 2014 till 19 November 2014 (Figure 55) 
- 20 November 2014 till 8 April 2015 (Figure 56) 
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 Figure 47: Pressure drop filter over time AHU 1 

Figure 48: Pressure drop filter over time AHU 1 
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Figure 49: Pressure drop filter over time AHU 1 

Figure 50: Pressure drop filter over time AHU 1 
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AHU 2 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 51: Pressure drop filter over time AHU 2 

Figure 52: Pressure drop filter over time AHU 2 
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AHU 3 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 53: Pressure drop filter over time AHU 3 

Figure 54: Pressure drop filter over time AHU 3 
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Figure 55: Pressure drop filter over time AHU 3 

Figure 56: Pressure drop filter over time AHU 3 
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VII. Appendix: Predicted pressure drop filter 
To validate the predicted pressure drop the results were compared with the measured pressure drop 
of AHU’s (1 & 3) the measured pressure drop over the filter (blue line) and the predicted pressure 
drop over the air filters (red line) are shown. With a subplot which presents the error between the 
measured and predicted pressure drop. There was a clear deviation between measured and predicted 
values especially for the period from 20 November 2014 till 8 April 2015.    
 

AHU 1: 
- 28 May 2013 till 25 November 2013 (Figure 57) 
- 26 November 2013 till 7 July 2014 (Figure 58) 
- 8 July 2014 till 19 November 2014 (Figure 59) 
- 20 November 2014 till 8 April 2015 (Figure 60) 

AHU 2: 
- 28 May 2013 till 25 November 2013 (Figure 61) 
- 26 November 2013 till 7 July 2014 (Figure 62) 
- 8 July 2014 till 19 November 2014 (Report) 
- 20 November 2014 till 8 April 2015 (Report) 

AHU 3: 
- 28 May 2013 till 25 November 2013 (Figure 63) 
- 26 November 2013 till 7 July 2014 (Figure 64) 
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Figure 57: Predicted pressure drop filter AHU 1 

Figure 58: Predicted pressure drop filter AHU 1 
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Figure 59: Predicted pressure drop filter AHU 1 

Figure 60: Predicted pressure drop filter AHU 1 
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AHU 2 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 61: Predicted pressure drop AHU 2 

Figure 62: Predicted pressure drop AHU 2 
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AHU 3 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 63: Predicted pressure drop filter AHU 3 

Figure 64: Predicted pressure drop filter AHU 3 
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At 6 July 2014 something strange is happing in the predicted value (box in Figure 64), which seems to 
be a measurement error. The measurement error, was related to one of the airflow measurements. 
The airflow of the first-floor changes from around 4000 m3/h to 8500 m3/h in a moment (Figure 65), 
this must be measurement error. The design values were 3976 m3/h (Figure 66) so this can never 
become 8500 m3/h. Besides there was not measured an increase in energy consumption of the fan 
from AHU 3. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 65: Airflow measurement per floor of AHU 3 
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3976 m3/h 

Figure 66: Designed value  
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VIII. Appendix: Impact wet filter 
In this appendix the impact of high relative humidity’s on the pressure drop over the filter is plotted in 
different figures.  
 
The three magnifying glass in Figure 67 and Figure 68 are the moments what has to show the impact 
of high relative humidity’s on the pressure drop over the filter.  
 
The moments are: 

- 13 November 2014 till 18 November 2014 the impact of a high relative humidity on a dirty 
filter was shown Figure 69. 

- 25 November 2014 till 30 November 2014 the impact of a high relative humidity on a clean 
filter was shown Figure 70.  

- 23 March 2015 till 27 March 2015 the impact of a high relative humidity on a dirty filter was 
shown Figure 71.  
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Figure 67: Relative humidity on the roof of the office building during the period from 4 July till 19 November 2014.  

Figure 68: Relative humidity on the roof of the office building during the period from 20 November 2014  till 8 
April 2015 
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AHU 1 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 69: Impact high relative humidity on a dirty filter (magnificent glass 1) 

Figure 70: Impact high relative humidity on a clean filter (magnifying glass 2) 
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Figure 71: Impact high relative humidity on a dirty filter (magnifying glass 3) 
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IX. Appendix: Predicting pressure drop with RH 
impact 

In this appendix the predicted pressure drop with the RH of the other periods are plotted.  

To compare the predicted results of the pressure drop over the filter the measured absolute 
percentage error (MAPE) is used to give an indication of the fit (Table 11).  
 
Table 11: MAPE comparison 

 MAPE 
(without impact RH) 
Appendix VII 

MAPE 
(with impact RH) 

AHU 1   
8 May 2013 till 25 November 2013  12.2 6.7       (Figure 72) 
26 November 2013 till 7 July 2014 22.8 11.3     (Figure 73) 
8 July 2014 till 19 November 2014 9 6.5       (Figure 74) 
20 November 2014 till 8 April 2015 10.6 4.9       (Figure 75) 
   
AHU 2   
8 May 2013 till 25 November 2013 7.3 6.1       (Figure 76) 
26 November 2013 till 7 July 2014 17.9 5.5       (Figure 77) 
8 July 2014 till 19 November 2014 4.4 5.2       (Report) 
20 November 2014 till 8 April 2015 15 6.4       (Report) 
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Figure 72: Predicted pressure drop filter with the impact of RH taken into account AHU 1. 

Figure 73: Predicted pressure drop filter with the impact of RH taken into account AHU 1. 
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Figure 74: Predicted pressure drop filter with the impact of RH taken into account AHU 1. 

Figure 75: Predicted pressure drop filter with the impact of RH taken into account AHU 1. 
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AHU 2 
  

Figure 76: Predicted pressure drop filter with the impact of RH taken into account AHU 2. 

Figure 77: Predicted pressure drop filter with the impact of RH taken into account AHU 2. 
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X. Appendix: Fan efficiency  
This appendix is about determining the fan efficiency, of the fans installed at the office building. The 
efficiency curve is of the ventilator RZR-_-800 from the manufacture Nicotra Gebhardt 

 

 

Figure 78: RZR_800 (Gebhardt, 2011) 
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The fan characteristics (Figure 78) are not digital, the graph is transformed into digital data using 
WebPlotDigitizer (Rohatgi, 2010), the data can be imported into MATLAB. In MATLAB there is a 
function to fit a polyline or another function over the data. With this function the fan curves and 
efficiency curve of the specific fan can be captured into an equation (Figure 79). The efficiency curve 
of the fan is a third-degree equation. 
 

𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑 =  𝑎𝑎 ∗ 𝑄𝑄3 + 𝑏𝑏 ∗ 𝑄𝑄2 + 𝑐𝑐 ∗ 𝑄𝑄 + 𝑑𝑑 (8) 
     

But every curve is specific to a rotation of the fan, the polyline has to be adjustable to the rotation of 
the fan. The constants a, b, c and d are different for each rotation speed of the fan and so for every 
efficiency curve. Therefor first the constants have to be determined for each rotation speed of the 
fan. For ten different rotation speeds (550, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1600 and 1890 rpm) 
the constants a, b, c and d are known (Table 12).   
 
Fitting a function between these known constants of the different rotations speeds of the fan. Makes 
is possible to know the efficiency curve for every rotation speed of the fan. Again the function fit of 
MATLAB is used to determine the constant values of a, b, c and d at a specific rotation of the fan 
(Figure 80, Figure 81 and Figure 82): 
 

𝑎𝑎 =  −0.000574 ∗ 𝑛𝑛−2.971 + 2.465𝑒𝑒 − 14 
𝑏𝑏 = 0.004586 ∗ 𝑛𝑛−1.835 + 1.654𝑒𝑒 − 9 
𝑐𝑐 = 2.913 ∗ 𝑛𝑛−1.114 + 5.310𝑒𝑒 − 5 

𝑑𝑑 = 45 

(9) 
 

 
Where: 

n = rotation per minute of the fan [RPM] 
Q  =  Airflow in the AHU [m3/h] 
a = Constant for each RPM  [-] 
b = Constant for each RPM [-] 
c = Constant for each RPM [-] 
d = Constant  [-] 

 
The plots of the fitting curves for the efficiency curves and the constants for each rotation speed are 
displayed in Figure 79, Figure 80, Figure 81 and Figure 82 with equation and coefficient of 
determination (R2) to rate the fit. 
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Figure 79: Efficiency curve for each rotation across the airflow.  

The fit curves of the different rotation speeds have the following results shown in the Table 12 below. 
These number are used to fit a line, to make it possible to make an efficiency curve for every rotation 
speed. The fits are made with Coefficients 95%.  
 
Table 12: constants a, b, c and d for each RPM.  

RPM / Constants -> A B C D R2 

550 -4,19E-12 4,37E-08 0,002677 45,47404 0.99 
600 -3,12E-12 3,20E-08 0,002509 45,28722 0.99 
700 -2,11E-12 3,25E-08 0,001977 46,44526 0.99 
800 -1,50E-12 3,22E-08 0,001538 47,91211 0.99 
900 -1,03E-12 2,37E-08 0,001403 47,79002 0.99 
1000 -6,63E-13 1,01E-08 0,001556 44,88341 0.99 
1200 -4,26E-13 1,21E-08 0,0011 47,28773 0.99 
1400 -2,76E-13 1,01E-08 0,000889 47,86637 0.99 
1600 -1,70E-13 5,21E-09 0,000907 45,91591 0.99 
1890 -1,04E-13 3,65E-09 0,000783 45,60383 0.99 
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Figure 80: Constant “a” of the efficiency curve  

 

Figure 81: Constant “b” of the efficiency curve 
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Figure 82: Constant “c” of the efficiency curve 
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Fan curve 
From the fan characteristic (Figure 78) the fan curve can be capture into a quadratic equation (11). 
The same account for the efficiency curve, where each curve is different for each rotation speed. So 
also here an equation has to be set which takes into account the airflow and rotation speed of the fan. 
 
If the filters have a longer stand time, for example two years the internal pressure drop in the AHU 
will be higher, the fan will have to work harder to move the same amount of air. The fan is frequency 
controlled so the building management system will adjust the rotation speed of the fan to keep the 
desired airflow. Impact on energy efficiency of the fan and the power consumption. To calculate the 
rotation speed of the fan with a higher internal pressure but still the same airflow what was measured. 
An equation has to be set up, to determine the rotation speed of the fan related to the pressure drop 
over the fan. The predicted pressure drop of the fan is based on the following equation:  
 

∆𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑,𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑 =  ∆𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑 − ∆𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓,𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑 + ∆𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓,𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑 (10) 
 

Where: 
Δpfan,old = pressure drop over the fan during the measured 

situation 
[Pa] 

Δpfilter,measured =  measured pressure drop over the filter [Pa] 
Δpfilter,predicted = predicted pressure drop over the filter [Pa] 
Δpfan,predicted = predicted pressure over the fan [Pa] 

 

 

 

Figure 83: Fan curve for the different rotations.  
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Table 13: Constants of the fitted curves of the fan curve (Figure 83). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 84: Constant “b” for the fan curve fitted on the constant B of Table 13 

RPM / Constants -
> 

A B C 

550 -5,156E-07 0,01054 281,4556 
600 -5,156E-07 0,01114 339,0085 
700 -5,156E-07 0,013044 456,0016 
800 -5,156E-07 0,015731 588,3106 
900 -5,156E-07 0,017043 754,0513 
1000 -5,156E-07 0,018044 941,2415 
1200 -5,156E-07 0,021966 1344,617 
1400 -5,156E-07 0,026704 1816,633 
1600 -5,156E-07 0,029909 2393,065 
1890 -5,156E-07 0,036093 3298,602 
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Figure 85: Constant “c” for the fan curve fitted on the constant C of Table 13.  
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The equation to determine the pressure drop over the fan. 

∆𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑 = 𝑎𝑎 ∗ 𝑄𝑄2 + 𝑏𝑏 ∗ 𝑄𝑄 + 𝑐𝑐 (11) 
 

∆𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑 = (−5.156𝑒𝑒 − 7) ∗  𝑄𝑄2 +  (1.239𝑒𝑒 − 9 ∗ 𝑛𝑛2 + 0.000016 ∗ 𝑛𝑛 + 0.001366)
∗ 𝑄𝑄 + (0.000898 ∗ 𝑛𝑛2 + 0.0677 ∗ 𝑛𝑛 − 30.18) 

(12) 

 

The equation 12 have to be written in an alternate form as equation 13 & 14.  

∆𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑 = 𝑎𝑎 ∗ 𝑛𝑛2 + 𝑏𝑏 ∗ 𝑛𝑛 + 𝑐𝑐 (13) 
 

∆𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑 = (1.239𝑒𝑒 − 9 ∗ 𝑄𝑄 + 0.000898) ∗ 𝑛𝑛2 + (0.00016 ∗ 𝑄𝑄 + 0.0677) ∗ 𝑛𝑛
+ (−5.156𝑒𝑒 − 7 ∗ 𝑄𝑄2 + 0.001366 ∗ 𝑄𝑄 − 30.18) 

(14) 

 

Where: 
Δpfan,old = Calculated pressure drop over the fan [Pa] 
n = Rotation per minute of the fan [RPM] 
Q  =  Airflow in the AHU [m3/h] 
a = Constant for each RPM  [-] 
b = Constant for each RPM [-] 
c = Constant for each RPM [-] 

 

𝑎𝑎 =  1.239𝑒𝑒 − 9 ∗ 𝑄𝑄 + 0.000898 
𝑏𝑏 =  0.00016 ∗ 𝑄𝑄 + 0.0677 

𝑐𝑐 =  −5.156𝑒𝑒 − 7 ∗ 𝑄𝑄2 + 0.001366 ∗ 𝑄𝑄 − 30.18 
(15) 

 
It is possible to write the form of the equation in another way, which makes it possible to calculate 
the rotation speed of the fan for a certain Δpfan with accompanying airflow.   

𝑛𝑛 =  �
∆𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑 − (𝑐𝑐 − 𝑏𝑏2

4𝑎𝑎)
𝑎𝑎

−
𝑏𝑏

2𝑎𝑎
 

(16) 
 

 
If the filters have a longer stand time, for example two years the internal pressure drop in the AHU 
will be higher, the fan will have to work harder to move the same amount of air. The fan is frequency 
controlled so the building management system will adjust the rotation speed of the fan to keep the 
desired airflow. Impact on energy efficiency of the fan and the power consumption. To calculate the 
rotation speed of the fan with a higher internal pressure but still the same airflow what was measured. 
An equation has to be set up, to determine the rotation speed of the fan related to the pressure drop 
over the fan. The predicted pressure drop of the fan is based on equation (10).  
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Results fan efficiency 
Only the fan efficiency of the fan over AHU 2 are shown in this appendix. As already explained earlier 
this report the results of AHU 3 could not be taken further into account because of a measurement 
error at the airflow. To determine the efficiency of the fan the rotation per minute (RPM) 
measurement of the fan was needed. Those RPM measurements for fan of AHU 1 were unreliable 
because of measurement errors. It was not possible to calculate the efficiency of the fan of AHU 1.  
 
AHU 2: 

- 28 May 2013 till 25 November 2013 (Figure 86) 
- 26 November 2013 till 7 July 2014 (Figure 87) 
- 8 July 2014 till 19 November 2014 (Figure 88) 
- 20 November 2014 till 8 April 2015 (Report) 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 86: Total efficiency ventilation, efficiency fan, efficiency motor & V-belt 
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Figure 87: Total efficiency ventilation, efficiency fan, efficiency motor & V-belt 

Figure 88: Total efficiency ventilation, efficiency fan, efficiency motor & V-belt 
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XI. Appendix: Cost savings  
In this appendix the cost savings of condition-based maintenance are listed.  

In Table 14 and Figure 89 an overview of the cost to replace the air filters at AHU 1. The energy cost 
of AHU 3 could not be calculated, but AHU 3 is the same specifications as AHU 2 so it is assumed the 
cost savings results of AHU 2 be taken over.  
 

Table 14: AHU 1 cost savings results 

 

 

 

AHU 1       
Filter life-
time 
[year] 

Energy 
filter [kWh] 

Energy cost 
[€] 

Material  
 
[€] 

Waste 
  
[€] 

Labour 
cost 
[€] 

TOTAL  
 
[€] 

4  * 0.5 14845 1485 1156 40 880 3561 
       
2 * 1 16831 1683 578 20 440 2721 
       
1 * 1 22184 2218 289 10 220 2737 
       

Figure 89: Filter cost 
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Camfil results 
Specifications AHU 1: 

Fan system operating hours: 15 hours a day * 5 days a week * 51 weeks a year 
Total system airflow: 33000 m3/h 
Particle matter: 20 µ/m3 
Fan efficiency: 45%  

Filter 
lifetime 
[year] 

Energy 
filter  
[kWh] 

Energy 
costs 
[€] 

Material  
 
[€] 

Waste 
  
[€] 

Man 
power  
[€] 

TOTAL  
 
[€] 

4 * 0,5 13057 1306 1156 40 712 3214 
       
2 * 1 14528 1453 578 20 356 2407 
       
1 * 2 18367 1837 289 10 178 2314 

 

Specifications AHU 2: 

Fan system operating hours: 15 hours a day * 5 days a week * 51 weeks a year 
Total system airflow: 28000 m3/h 
Particle matter: 20 µ/m3 
Fan efficiency: 45%  

Filter 
lifetime 
[year] 

Energy 
filter  
[kWh] 

Energy 
costs 
[€] 

Material  
 
[€] 

Waste 
  
[€] 

Man 
power  
[€] 

TOTAL  
 
[€] 

4 * 0,5 10628 1063 1004 40 712 2819 
       
2 * 1 11790 1179 502 20 356 2057 
       
1 * 2 14779 1478 251 10 178 1917 

 

Specifications AHU 3: 

Fan system operating hours: 15 hours a day * 5 days a week * 51 weeks a year 
Total system airflow: 28000 m3/h 
Particle matter: 20 µ/m3 
Fan efficiency: 45%  

Filter 
lifetime 
[year] 

Energy 
filter  
[kWh] 

Energy 
costs 
[€] 

Material  
 
[€] 

Waste 
  
[€] 

Man 
power  
[€] 

TOTAL  
 
[€] 

4 * 0,5 10628 1063 1004 40 712 2819 
       
2 * 1 11790 1179 502 20 356 2057 
       
1 * 2 14779 1478 251 10 178 1917 

 

 



Life Cycle Cost(LCC) Analysis Report

Print Date: 2018-okt-09 13:01:54 Page 1

Project Name: AHU2_filtertime (Solution 1) Section 1 of 3

LCC Analysis Report Report date: 2018-okt-09

Prepared by: Stijn van der Horst Customer Site Information

Office/Distributor: Uni Eindhoven Company:

Street address: Contact:

Contact phone:

City, ST Zip: Contact email:

Phone: 06-46780078 Site location:

Mobile: 06-46780078 Building:

Fax: AHU:

Email: s.a.m.v.d.horst@student.tue.nl

Total System Air Flow: 28000 m³/h

Return Air: 0%

Outdoor Environment: PM10 : 20 µg/m³

Indoor Environment: Clean (SUP2)

Fan System Operating: 3825 hours/year

Interest Rate: 0%

Energy Cost: 0,1 EUR/kWh

- increase per year: 0%

Fan Efficiency: 45%

Duct Cleaning Cost: 5 EUR/m²

- increase per year: 0%

Equipment Cleaning Cost: 0 EUR/cleaning

- increase per year: 0%

Cleaning Interval: > 20



Life Cycle Cost(LCC) Analysis Report

Print Date: 2018-okt-09 13:01:54 Page 2

Project Name: AHU2_filtertime (Solution 1) Section 2 of 3

LCC costs in EUR based on 2 years lifetime of installation

1st Stage

Filters: SFGS-F7-0592/0592/0520-06

Energy Class: C

Filter Class: F7 / ISO ePM1 50%

Media: CM268B2

 490(W) x 592(H) (mm): 9

 287(W) x 592(H) (mm): 6

Face Velocity: 2,1426 m/s

Deep (mm): 520

Labor Cost: 180 EUR

Waste Handling Cost: 5 EUR

- increase per year: 0 %

Total System Air Flow: 28000 m³/h (0% Return Air)

Pressure Drop: 73 Pa

Final Pressure Drop: 89 Pa

Average Pressure Drop: 80 Pa

Filter Life: 1910 hours

Number of Filter Changes: 4,1

Energy Consumption - Filter: 10628 kWh  (5314,21kWh/Year)

Carbon footprint - Filter
 (CO₂ Emissions):

6,377 Ton  (3,189 Ton/Year)



Life Cycle Cost(LCC) Analysis Report

Print Date: 2018-okt-09 13:01:54 Page 3

Project Name: AHU2_filtertime (Solution 1) Section 3 of 3

LCC costs in EUR based on 2 years lifetime of installation

1st Stage

Filters: SFGS-F7-0592/0592/0520-06

Total Filter Cost: 1256 (38,78%) EUR

Energy cost - Filter: 1063 (32,82%) EUR

Labor Cost: 900 (27,79%) EUR

Waste Handling Cost: 20 (0,62%) EUR

Duct Cleaning Cost: 0 (0%) EUR

Equipment Cleaning Cost: 0 (0%) EUR

Total LCC: 3239 (100.00%) EUR

LCC for installation

New hardware cost per AHU 0 EUR

SFGS-F7-0592/0592/0520-06 3239 EUR

Total LCC 3239 EUR

MLE 40%

IAQ Factor 81 EUR/%



Life Cycle Cost(LCC) Analysis Report

Print Date: 2018-okt-09 13:02:49 Page 1

Project Name: AHU2_filtertime (Solution 2) Section 1 of 3

LCC Analysis Report Report date: 2018-okt-09

Prepared by: Stijn van der Horst Customer Site Information

Office/Distributor: Uni Eindhoven Company:

Street address: Contact:

Contact phone:

City, ST Zip: Contact email:

Phone: 06-46780078 Site location:

Mobile: 06-46780078 Building:

Fax: AHU:

Email: s.a.m.v.d.horst@student.tue.nl

Total System Air Flow: 28000 m³/h

Return Air: 0%

Outdoor Environment: PM10 : 20 µg/m³

Indoor Environment: Clean (SUP2)

Fan System Operating: 3825 hours/year

Interest Rate: 0%

Energy Cost: 0,1 EUR/kWh

- increase per year: 0%

Fan Efficiency: 45%

Duct Cleaning Cost: 5 EUR/m²

- increase per year: 0%

Equipment Cleaning Cost: 0 EUR/cleaning

- increase per year: 0%

Cleaning Interval: > 20



Life Cycle Cost(LCC) Analysis Report

Print Date: 2018-okt-09 13:02:49 Page 2

Project Name: AHU2_filtertime (Solution 2) Section 2 of 3

LCC costs in EUR based on 2 years lifetime of installation

1st Stage

Filters: SFGS-F7-0592/0592/0520-06

Energy Class: C

Filter Class: F7 / ISO ePM1 50%

Media: CM268B2

 490(W) x 592(H) (mm): 9

 287(W) x 592(H) (mm): 6

Face Velocity: 2,1426 m/s

Deep (mm): 520

Labor Cost: 180 EUR

Waste Handling Cost: 5 EUR

- increase per year: 0 %

Total System Air Flow: 28000 m³/h (0% Return Air)

Pressure Drop: 73 Pa

Final Pressure Drop: 108 Pa

Average Pressure Drop: 89 Pa

Filter Life: 3830 hours

Number of Filter Changes: 2

Energy Consumption - Filter: 11790 kWh  (5894,82kWh/Year)

Carbon footprint - Filter
 (CO₂ Emissions):

7,074 Ton  (3,537 Ton/Year)



Life Cycle Cost(LCC) Analysis Report

Print Date: 2018-okt-09 13:02:49 Page 3

Project Name: AHU2_filtertime (Solution 2) Section 3 of 3

LCC costs in EUR based on 2 years lifetime of installation

1st Stage

Filters: SFGS-F7-0592/0592/0520-06

Total Filter Cost: 502 (24,54%) EUR

Energy cost - Filter: 1179 (57,62%) EUR

Labor Cost: 360 (17,6%) EUR

Waste Handling Cost: 5 (0,24%) EUR

Duct Cleaning Cost: 0 (0%) EUR

Equipment Cleaning Cost: 0 (0%) EUR

Total LCC: 2046 (100.00%) EUR

LCC for installation

New hardware cost per AHU 0 EUR

SFGS-F7-0592/0592/0520-06 2046 EUR

Total LCC 2046 EUR

MLE 40%

IAQ Factor 51,2 EUR/%
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Print Date: 2018-okt-09 13:02:50 Page 1

Project Name: AHU2_filtertime (Solution 3) Section 1 of 3

LCC Analysis Report Report date: 2018-okt-09

Prepared by: Stijn van der Horst Customer Site Information

Office/Distributor: Uni Eindhoven Company:

Street address: Contact:

Contact phone:

City, ST Zip: Contact email:

Phone: 06-46780078 Site location:

Mobile: 06-46780078 Building:

Fax: AHU:

Email: s.a.m.v.d.horst@student.tue.nl

Total System Air Flow: 28000 m³/h

Return Air: 0%

Outdoor Environment: PM10 : 20 µg/m³

Indoor Environment: Clean (SUP2)

Fan System Operating: 3825 hours/year

Interest Rate: 0%

Energy Cost: 0,1 EUR/kWh

- increase per year: 0%

Fan Efficiency: 45%

Duct Cleaning Cost: 5 EUR/m²

- increase per year: 0%

Equipment Cleaning Cost: 0 EUR/cleaning

- increase per year: 0%

Cleaning Interval: > 20



Life Cycle Cost(LCC) Analysis Report

Print Date: 2018-okt-09 13:02:50 Page 2

Project Name: AHU2_filtertime (Solution 3) Section 2 of 3

LCC costs in EUR based on 2 years lifetime of installation

1st Stage

Filters: SFGS-F7-0592/0592/0520-06

Energy Class: C

Filter Class: F7 / ISO ePM1 50%

Media: CM268B2

 490(W) x 592(H) (mm): 9

 287(W) x 592(H) (mm): 6

Face Velocity: 2,1426 m/s

Deep (mm): 520

Labor Cost: 180 EUR

Waste Handling Cost: 5 EUR

- increase per year: 0 %

Total System Air Flow: 28000 m³/h (0% Return Air)

Pressure Drop: 73 Pa

Final Pressure Drop: 168 Pa

Average Pressure Drop: 112 Pa

Filter Life: 7650 hours

Number of Filter Changes: 1

Energy Consumption - Filter: 14779 kWh  (7389,4kWh/Year)

Carbon footprint - Filter
 (CO₂ Emissions):

8,867 Ton  (4,434 Ton/Year)



Life Cycle Cost(LCC) Analysis Report

Print Date: 2018-okt-09 13:02:50 Page 3

Project Name: AHU2_filtertime (Solution 3) Section 3 of 3

LCC costs in EUR based on 2 years lifetime of installation

1st Stage

Filters: SFGS-F7-0592/0592/0520-06

Total Filter Cost: 251 (13,11%) EUR

Energy cost - Filter: 1478 (77,22%) EUR

Labor Cost: 180 (9,4%) EUR

Waste Handling Cost: 5 (0,26%) EUR

Duct Cleaning Cost: 0 (0%) EUR

Equipment Cleaning Cost: 0 (0%) EUR

Total LCC: 1914 (100.00%) EUR

LCC for installation

New hardware cost per AHU 0 EUR

SFGS-F7-0592/0592/0520-06 1914 EUR

Total LCC 1914 EUR

MLE 40%

IAQ Factor 47,9 EUR/%



Life Cycle Cost(LCC) Analysis Report

Print Date: 2018-okt-09 13:02:20 Page 1

Project Name: AHU2_filtertime Section 1 of 3

LCC costs in EUR based on 2 years lifetime of installation

LCC Cost (Solution 1): 3239 EUR LCC Cost (Solution 2): 2046 EUR LCC Cost (Solution 3): 1914 EUR
SFGS-F7-0592/0592/0520-06 (STANDARD-FLO) SFGS-F7-0592/0592/0520-06 (STANDARD-FLO) SFGS-F7-0592/0592/0520-06 (STANDARD-FLO)
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Project Name: AHU2_filtertime Section 2 of 3

LCC costs in EUR based on 2 years lifetime of installation
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Project Name: AHU2_filtertime Section 3 of 3

LCC costs in EUR based on 2 years lifetime of installation
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